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ABSTRACT
An apparatus was designed and constructed which produced values of thermal
contact conductance in a vacuum environment at low temperatures. The
materials tested were aluminum 7075-T6 and stainless steel 17-_ PH. The
temperature range studied was -250°F to +90°F for aluminum and -200°F to
÷lSO°F for stainless steel. The vacuum environment was between 10"5 and 10 -6
torT. Thermal contact conductance was obtained as a function of contact
pressure, surface roug__hness and surface flatness deviation. The contact
pressure ranged -tom 0 to 1000 psi.
Data in the literature and the present contact conductance data were plotted
against contact pressure for various roughnesses on log-log graphs. The
pouer dependence of contact conductance as a function of contact pressure
was determined. Low temperature data dependencies were compared to high
temperature data dependencies.
High _emperature literature data and the present low temperature data were
compared to Clausing and Ohao's theoretical predictions of thermal contact
conductance. Discrepancies between data and theoretical predictions are
discussed.
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1. INTROITJCTION
This report presents thermal contact conductance data and theory for
conditions sin_ating deep space.
Heat flowing across (perpendicular to) two metallic surfaces in con-
tact results in a temperature difference across the interface. The
heat flux across an interface divided by that temperature difference
is the thermal contact conductance.
To design systems to operate in space, knowledge of accurate values
of thermal conductance is necessary. For example, temperatures of
many electronic components must not exceed 160°F. Components are
kept cool by bolting their boxes to liquid_c_.led plates. Tn another
example, heat must be prevented from entering the liquid hydrogen and
oxygen fuel tanks. As heat enters the tanks through metallic Joints,
boiloff of fuel will occur. Thus at both high and low temperatures,
knowledge of the ability of metallic Joints to transfer heat must be
known. A measure of that ability is the Joint's thermal conductance.
For Joints at temperatures below 10OO°F, radiation heat transfer is
negligible. Heat is conducted across Joints in a vacuum primarily by
metal-to-metal contact.
There are seven major and three minor parameters upon which thermal
contact conductance depends (Reference i).
strongly upon:
i. Ambient (atmospheric) pressure.
2.
3.
_e
5.
6.
7.
Conductance depends
Contact pressure.
Thermal conductivities of mating materials (temperature
dependent).
Hardnesses of mating materials (temperature dependent).
Elastic n_luli of mating materials (temperature dependent).
Roughnesses of mating surfaces.
Flatness deviations of mating surfaces.
Conductance depends less predictably upon:
i. Orientation of mating surface lays.
2. Direction of heat flow between dissimilar metals.
3. Length of time in contact (not studied in this report).
The first five sections of this report will present new, low temperature
(-150°F to -250°F) values of contact conductance. Materials tested were
aluminum 7075-T6 and stainless steel 17-4 PH. Vacuum conditions were
from 10-5 to 10-6 torr. Contact pressures varied from zero to IO00 psi.
Surface roughnesses ranged from4 to 135 micro-inches. The author be-
lieves these data are the first reported for structural materials at
low temperatures.
In Sections 6 and T, the dependence of thermal conductance upon contact
pressure is considered. Both high and low temperature data are plotted
as a function of pressure. High temperature data were obtained from the
literature. Low temperature data were selected from among the results
presented in Section 5. Mathematical relationships between contact con-
ductance and contact pressure are produced from the graphs.
In Section 8, the average contact conductance is calculated for a bolted
Joint using the results from Sections 6 and 7. The holt and nut hold
two aluminum flat plates together, across which heat is passing. The
relations between contact pressure and radius from bolt axis were ob-
tained from the literature. Average contact conductancesare calculated
for high and low temperature bolted Joints in a vacuum.
The final three sections of this report deal with the theories of thermal
contact conductance. In Section 9, Holm's electrical analogy to thermal
constriction resistance is clarified. Section i0 is a review of Clausing
and Chao's theory of thermal constriction resistance, which was based on
Holm's work. In Chapter Ii, contact conductance data are compared to
Clausing and Chao's predictions. The materials used are aluminum and
stainless steel. Comparisons are made for high temperature and low
temperature contacts.
e TEST
2.1 Basic Thermal Contact Conductance Test Column
The thermal contact conductance apparatus consisted essentially of a
heating head, two cylindrical test specimen blocks, and a cooling head.
A diagram of the thermal contact conductance test column is shown in
Figure 2-1, and a photograph is shown in Figure 2-2.
2.1.I Heatin6Head
The heating head consisted of a 2-inch diameter cylinder of 7075-T6
aluminum. Around this cylinder was wrapped a double layer of i00 turns
of #16, B and S, Tophet A, glass-covered resistance wire. The resis-
tance of the _re _ _--_as,,_edat approximately 16 ohms.
2.1.2 Test Blocks
Located below the heating head were the two cylindrical test blocks,
each of which was 2.0-inches in diameter and 1.0-inch thick.
There was a total of i0 sets of specimens; five of 7075-T6 aluminum,
and five of 17-4 PH stainless steel.
Both the contact surface and the reverse surface of each test block
were finished on a standard Thompson stone grinder. The grinding pro-
cess resulted in a surface profile consisting of microscopic striations
superimposed on a wavy macroscopic profile.
The surface roughnesses of the contact surfaces ranged from approximately
3 micro-inches to 135 micro-inches, rms, measured perpendicular to the
surface lay (grain). Roughness measurements were made using a Micro-
metrical Profilometer. The roughness value selected was an average of
several passes made in the same direction with respect to the surface
lay, only spaced over the entire contact surface. Similar measurements
were made in the direction parallel to the surface lay. Roughness
values over the entire surface, in any particular direction, were usually
about the same, if occasional scratches were neglected.
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All possible efforts were made to maintain the surface flatness deviation
fr_ exceeding 200 micro-inches, as measured by a height gauge on a flat
marble table. Test blocks were often groun_ two or three times in the
attempts to achieve this flatness. As the results indicate, however,
this desired flatness could not always be achieved.
The method which was used to measure the surface flatness was to zero
the gauge with the ball indicator at the center of the test surface.
Deviations from surface flatness could be estimated to the nearest
0.00005 inch or 50 micro-inches. With the test block held stationary,
the ball gauge was moved across the surface in two mutually perpendicu..
lar directions, and then around a circular path near the edge of the
contact surface. The maximum deviation from the zero reading was re-
corded. This procedure was applied to both surfaces of the test block.
In addition to the test specimens being ground flat, the upper and lower
surfaces of both the heating head and the cooling head were ground to
about a 200 micro-inch flatness deviation.
To verify that our test specimens were, in fact, 7075-T6 aluminum and
17-4 PH stainless steel, a Douglas Company spectrographic analysis and
a hardness test were performed on both materials. The composition for
TOTS-T6 aluminum was found to have 5.70 percent zinc and a small percent-
age of other metals; its hardness was 91 on the Rockwell B scale. The
composition of 17-4 PH stainless steel was found to have 16.55 percent
chromium and 4.42 percent nickel; its hardness was 35.1 on the Rockwell
C scale (Reference 2). These data verified that the materials used were
7075-T6 aluminum and 17-4 stainless steel.
Each test block contained seven chromel constantan thermocouples. Four
of these were located on the cylindrical surface and three were located
on the axis of each test block. The distances of the thermocouples from
the test surface were approximately i/2-inch, i/8-inch, and 1/16-inch.
The side-mounted surface thermocouples were composed of #26 gauge wire
and the center thermocouples, inserted at a later date, were composed
of #36 gauge wire. The side-mounted surface theraocouples were staked
into 1/16-inch deep and O.037-1nch diameter holes; the center thermo-
couples were inserted into l.O-inch deep, O.025-inch diameter holes con-
raining wet, silver-impregnated, epoxy cement of high thermal conductivity.
The center thermocouples, which were installed at a later date, agreed in
output to O.l°F with the side-mounted surface thermocouple_ for tests con-
ducted in an isothermal environment.
The side-mounted and the center thermocouples were insulated with nylon.
The side-mounted surface thermocouples were wrapped around the circum-
ference of the test specimen for approximately 1-inch before going to
the terminal board. Figure 2-3 shows the specimens and the thermo-
couples attached to them.
The accuracy of the side-mounted thermocouples were measured previously
in the Douglas Temperature Standards Laboratory (Reference 3) over a
wide range of temperatures for tests conducted in an isothermal environ-
ment (+300°F to -320°F) to approximately O.I°F according to N_S tables.
Three clamps spaced 120° apart held the upper test specimen to the heat-
ing head, and three clamps -_u ° ap_,_ k_t th_ l_.-:r t___t _%_-_ e_m
sliding on the cooling head. The clamps were made from a low conductivity
material, micarta, and contacted the specimens over small areas near the
heating and cooling head interfaces. The clamps were screwed into the
heating and cooling heads, as shown in Figure 2-2.
2.1.3 Cooling Head
The cooling head consisted of six turns of I/_-inch copper tubing silver
soldered to a 2-inch diameter, 4-inch high copper cylinder. Either
liquid nitrogen or water could be used as a coolant. When liquid nitro-
gen was used, a pressurized reservoir tank was inserted in the liquid
nitrogen line to eliminate gas bubbles from entering the cooling head
coils. Ges bubbles previously had greatly changed the heat transfer
ability of the cooling coils and affected the temperatures in the test
specimens noticeably during stea_y state periods.
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2.1.4 Load Cell
A 5000 pound calibrated load cell was positioned above the heating head
and below a steel beam used to exert pressures on the test column. De-
tailed information on the loading mechanism will follow in Sections 2.2
and 2._.
2.2 Support Apparatus
(A diagram and a photograph of the combined test column and support
apparatus are shown in Figures 2-4 and 2-5, respectively.)*
2.2.1 Steel Beams
The thermal contact _v.....^^-_',_÷o---_..._.....+ _Rt column was positioned between two
steel beams, the upper one of which acted as a lever arm and exerted a
controlled load on the test apparatus column. The load was caused by
a force exerted on a steel plate, attached to the end of the uppeI besm_
by an 8-inch diameter electromagnet which was separated approximately
0.320-1nch from the plate. The electromagnet was water cooled and was
......_-_ -_-*_-,,n,,alv without vibration or fluctuation up to specimen
contact pressures of iOOO psi.
2.2.2 Steel Ball
In order to achieve axial loads on the test column, a steel ball was
positioned between the lever arm and the load cell. The steel ball
made contact with the steel beam and sat in the hemispherical cavity
of the bolt head attached to the load cell immediately below it. The
axis of the load cell bolt was aligned with the axis of the test column.
2.2.3 Suspension Wires
To insure that no residual air molecules were trapped in the interface
between the specimens during the process of evacuation, three suspension
wires supported the upper half of the test column to the lever arm. This
device Permitted a small (O.020-inch) gap to be maintained between the
test blocks during the no-load condition.
The upper specimen was inadvertently reversed for the photographs shown
in Figures 2-2 and 2-5.
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2.2.4 Lid Support
The steel beam lever arm and the whole associated support structure in-
cludimg electromagnet were attached to the lid of the vacuum chamber by
means of three vertical struts. In order to change specimens, it was
only necessary to disconnect electrical lines and remove the lid from
the chamber. The photograph in Figure 2-6 shows the vacuum chamber in
the background and the apparatus suspended from the chamber in the fore-
ground. The lid is resting on its support stand.
2.3 Vacuum Chamber
Tests on the thermal contact conductance apparatus were performed in the
new five-feet by five-feet cylindrical chamber at the Douglas Space
Systems Center in Huntington Beach, California. Clean and empty, the
chamber is capable of producing a pressure of 2 x 10-9 torr providing
its inner walls are at a temperature of -315°F. Nearly all of the data
presented in this paper _ere obtained at ambient pressure conditions in
the 10-6 torr range.
Testing at 10-7 torr or below required cold inner chamber walls which
resulted in thermal contraction of the steel beam support structure.
This contraction altered the critical air gap distances between magnet
and plate, and between the test specimens, thereby preventing a contact
pressure of I000 psi from being obtained at the interface.
The ambient (atmospheric) pressure in the chamber was measured by a
Cooke ionization gauge below 10-4 torr; an alphatron gauge was used
above lO"4 torr.
2.4 Instrumentation
(A schematic diagram of the total instrumentation, power sources and
liquid flow lines is shown in Figure 2-7. )
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2.4.t Heating Head
Alternating current power was supplied to the heating head by a variac
power supply. Current to the heating head was monitored by a Weston
Model 639 Industrial Analyzer and voltage was monitored by a Model 615
VTVM, Hycon, digital voltmeter. Both current and voltage measurements
could be read to three significant figures.
2._.2 Electrcen_net
Power to the electromagnet was supplied by a filtered DC power supply,
Electro-Model NFB, the voltage of which could be increased to a maximum
of 50 volts and current to a maximum of 7 amperes. At maximum current,
the electromagnet was capable of exerting a pull on a steel plate located
0.320-inch above it of 1000 pounds.
z._.3 Load Cell
i
The force on the load cell was measured by a DATRAN Resistance Brid_e
Indicator (RBI) powered by a DATRAN Electronics Bridge Voltage Power
Supply. The load cell was previously calibrated for loads up to 4000
pounds. The load was found to vary linearly with the RBI readlng.
During this test program, loads on the load cell seldom exceeded 3100
pounds (1000 psi at the contact interface). The load cell consisted
of a four leg bridge circuit, each leg of which was a resistance wire
strain gauge. A balance panel was connected in the circuit between
the load cell and the Resistance Bridge Indicator to periodically
calibrate the load cell. The RBI unit was continuously monitored by
a technician and was not allowed to vary by more than 2 RBI units
which correspond to less than 3 psi.
2.4.4 Ther_ocouples
The critical dependence of thermal contact conductance values on the
temperature difference at the interface, /_, necessitated the utmost
precision in determining the temperatures at the various distances
from the contact interface.
15
Seven thermocouples were mounted on each test block. The lh thermo-
couples of the test blocks were routed through the vacuum chamber port,
through a chromel-constantan connector, to an ice bath. From the ice
bath, copper leads were routed in parallel to a 0-I0 MV Minneapolis
Honeywell Brown Recorder and a Lewis switch.
The purpose of the 0-i0 MV recorder was to note vhen steady state con-
dltions had been reached in the test specimens. At that time, the out-
puts of each test specimen thermocouple could be separately measured by
tapping off the emf output from the Lewis switch and measuring the emf
(mlcrovolt accuracy) by a Leeds and Northrup K-3 Universal Potentiometer.
The K-3 Potentiometer was standardized each day by means of a Weston
Standar_ Cell and a Leeds and Northrup Galvanometer.
The output of the thermocouple on the cooling head was also measured by
the same procedure since the 0-i0 MV recorder could measure temperatures
far below -321°F.
Using this temperature measuring system, it is estimated that the tem-
peratures in the test block could be found to + 0.25°F.
The remaining 12 thermocouples, located at various positions on the
apparatus except the test blocks, also chromel-constantan, were routed
directly to a 12 channel chromel-constantan Minneapolis Honeywell re-
corder. The range of temperatures which could be measured on this re-
corder was from -lO0°F to *A50°F. Sensitivity was estimated at + l°F,
sufficient for the purposes of monitoring the various locations on the
thermal contact conductance apparatus.
2.5 Flatness Deviation
After the tests were completed, the flatness deviation was measured in
detail for two sets of specimens, one set of aluminum 7075-T6 and one
set of stainless steel 17-4 PH. The roughnesses of both sets were
approximately 17 micro-inches perpendicular to the surface lay. The
contact conductance data obtained from these specimens are compared to
theoretical predictions in Section 11.
16
To obtain the surface flatness _wtattoe, .each of the contact surfaces
of the four test blocks was divt4e4 into 16 saaller areas as shown in
Figure 2-8. The instrument use_ to measure the flatness 4evlation was
Merz Electronic _ao_e, Model S-_ f_m which coul4 be read height chants
to the nearest 5 micro-inches.
The specimen was mounted on a flat marble table and the steel ball of
the height gauge was zeroed in the center of the specimen. The heights
of the 16 areas were measured in consecutive order at a location apprcmi-
mately in the center of each of the areas. The results are shown in
Table 2-i.
The Merz gauge indicated am, T4m,,, deviation of about 300 micro-inches
for each of the aluminum test surfaces and about 200 micro-inches for
each of the stainless steel test surfaces. These deviations are greater
than those listed in Tables 5-2 and 5-10 for the same test blocks before
testing. The deviations before testing were, however, measured on a
height gauge accurate only to 50 micro-inches.
e DATA_
3.1 Test
3.1.10ri_insl Test Program
The original test program was planned for the matin6 of five sets of
aluminum specimens and five sets of stainless steel specimens. The
roughnesses of each set _ere to be apprcxlmately 7, 16, 32 and 125
micro-inches (rms). Only specimens of similar roughnesses were to
be mated. Mating was to be done first with contact surface lays per-
pendicular, then parallel. Liqui_ nitrogen was to be the coolant.
Because tests were conducted on a 24 hour-per-day basis, the original
test prc_Tam was completed ahead of schedule. This allowed the oppor-
tunity for obtaining thermal contact conductance values under conditions
of different mating combinations and the c_ of certain other para-
meters previousl_ held constant.
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3.1.2 Extended Test Program
, l
Tests not ca_mally planned, but which were also completed, were the
effect on thermal contact conductance of:
le
0
e
he
Inserting a thin layer of Dov Coming 1260 silicone grease
at the contact interface.
Tnserting a thin layer of Dov Coming 510 silicone oil at
the coutaet interface.
Using rater as a coolant vAth several sets of specimens, the
purpose of which yes to note the effect of increasing the
interracial temperature by several hundred degrees, all other
variables remaining nearl_ constant.
Mating a stainless steel block with an aluminum block and
then reversing the specimens to observe a reported dissimilar
metal effect (Refere_c_ _) that t_be contact conductance may
depen_ on the direction of heat flc_.
3.2 Test Procedures
3.2.1 Preparation of Specimens
The test specimen contact surfaces were carefull_ wiped with a soft
cloth soaked in isopropyl alcohol. The surface of the upper test speci-
men, which contacted the heating head, and the surface of the lower test
specimen, which contacted the cooling head, had a thin layer of Doe
Coming 1280 silicone grease spread over them. The purpose of the
grease was threefold--to increase the conductance of those interfaces
not under investigation, to make them less pressure dependent, and to
create optimum conditions for a one-dimensional uniform heat flow path.
3- 2.2 Procedures for Obtaining Data
The start of the procedure used in obtaining data was to place the
vacuum chamber lid, with the thermal contact conductance apparatus
Supported beneath it, on the chamber by means of the overhead movable
crane. A _period of usually four hours was required to evacuate the
chamber to an ambient pressure of 3 to 6 x 10 -6 tort. Upon reaching
this ambient pressure, current was applied to the magnet which re-
sulted in a predetermined contact pressure bei_ exerted on the test
specimens; heat was applied to the heating head; and liquid nitrogen
was permitted to flow through the cooling head. After a period of
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not less than two and usually more than three hours, stab.le specimen
temperatures were reached. The temperature of each thermocouple of
the test specimen was recorded, one by one, by means of the Leeds
and Northrup potentiometer. Observations of current and voltage to
the heater head were made. Readings of contact pressure were made
in R3I units which could be converted later to psi. The load on the
specimens was then reduced to zero and the zero reading on the RBI
unit was recorded. This zeroing of the load created a gap between
the two specimens once again. The foregoing procedure was repeated
for a new contact pressure until sufficient data were obtained to
enable a plot of contact conductance versus pressure to be obtained
over a wide range of contact pressures.
The test schedule was made out according to a predetermined number of
contact pressure points to be reached, such that they would be spaced
evenly apart to produce a graph of h versus Pc from I00 or less to
I000 psi.
3.2.3 Stabilit[ Criterion
The criterion for determining at which time stability of test specimen
thermocouple temperatures were attained was that all of the temperatures
on the 0-i0 MV recorder should remain constant for a period of not less
than thirty minutes. For the aluminum specimens, a period of from two
to three hours was usually required to achieve stability; for stainless
steel specimens, a period of at least three hours was required. Below
contact pressures of i00 psi, the times required for reaching stability
were frequently as long as six hours.
3.2._ Procedure for Entrapping Air in the Interface
One of the minor objectives of this test program was to determine the
effect of entrapping air molecules at i atmosphere pressure at the inter-
face between the specimens. In Section 5 several data points are dis-
cussed where the specimen gap was closed at i atmosphere, the chamber
evacuated to 10-6 tort, and then data taken. The gap between the speci-
2O
mens was then opene_ for two minutes and closed again. No other para-
meters were changed; the original heat flux was maLutained a_l the
original contact pressure reached again. Stability was once more
achieved and data for conditions of 10 -6 tort ambient pressure at
the interface was taken.
3.3 Difficulties Encountered in Controlling the Test Parameters
3.3.1 Magnet SettinZ
The gap between the magnet and the plate was set such that a contact
pressure of 1000 psi would he attained at the contact interface after
the apparatus was placed in the chamber. During the liquid nitrogen
cooling process, the whole test column thermally contracted such that
the magnet tended to contact the plate or '_oottom out" preventing high
contact pressures from being reached during testing. This problem w-__-
partially solved by setting the magnet-to-plate air gap slightly larger
than that required for x_aching 1000 psi outside the chamber. Even with
this magnet gap setting, it was found that for some sets of specimens
the magnet bottomed out before 900 psi could be reached. By increasing
the electrical input to the heating head, it was found that the tempera-
tures of the whole test column could be increased sufficiently to expand
the test col,,-_ and prevent bottoming out. This method had the drawback,
however, of changing the mean interracial temperature. Since available
evidence in the literature (Reference 4) indicated that h depended weakly
on mean temperature, a degree of latitude was permitted in using the heat
flux as a controlling mechanism to increase contact pressure. This is
the reason for the frequent variation in Tmean (arithmetic mean inter-
face temperature) values in the results.
3-3-2 The Dependence of the Load Cell Output on Load C_11 Te_=-erature
After each set of data points consisting of 14 thermocouple readings
were taken, the load was decreased to zero and the RBI reading for the
no load condition was recorded. This procedure was followed because
the wire resistances in the load cell were found to depend strongly
on temperature. The true load was determined, therefore, by subtract-
ing the RKI load reading from the RB_ zero reading at the same tempera-
ture. Since the R_I readings were linear with load, this method of
evaluating load could be used.
2i
4e
The teaperature dependenee of the load cell, vhich required a zeroing
of the load after each data set vas obtained, precluded efforts to ob-
tain h as a function of Pc in monotonic, discrete increasing an_or
decreasing steps and thus eliminated the possibility of obtaining a
hysteresis curve.
DATA A_ALYSIS
_.l Data Reduction
i
The outputs of the 14 test specimen thermocouples referenced to an ice-
rater mixture wre recorded for each contact pressure. The outputs in
_ivolt8 _ere converted to degrees Fahrenheit to the nearest tenth
of a degree using interpolated values of the best line drawn through
the graph of temperature versus emf according to the NBS tables.
The distance of each side-mounted thermocouple from the contact inter-
face and the distance of the center-mounted thermocouple holes from
the contact interface vere measured to three significant figures.
4.1.1 Least S_uares Program
The best straight line _as mathematically plotted through the seven
temperature-versus-interface-distance data points by means of a
Douglas "Fables" least squares program employing a G-15 computer.
The extrapolated temperature at the contact interface of the test block,
the slope of the temperature versus distance line, and the average devia-
tion of the points from the best straight line _ere the program's output.
The difference between the interracial temperatures of tvo mated test
blocks, defined as _, was calculated as _ell as the arithmetic average
of the interracial temperatures, Tm_an.
4.1.2 Heat Znput
The heat input to the test specimens v as obtained fromthe electrical
power to the heating head, assuming a negligible loss (or gain) of heat
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of the heating bead and test specimens with the environment. This assump-
tion is Justified in Sections _.2.4 and _._._.:'_ _ T_... e!ectrice! .oc_r to
the heating hes_ was determined by the simple product of the current
an_ the voltage to the heating level. The inductive reactance was cal-
culated less than 1 percent of the heating wire resistance resulting in
a phase angle of zero degrees. The resultant power in vatts was con-
verted to thermal units of BTU/hr and divided by the apparent contact
area normal to the dlrection of heat flow, 3.14 (In)2 in all cases, to
yield the heat flux Q which was expressed in units of BTU/hr-ft 2.
4.1.3 Calculations of h
i
The values of the thermal contact conductance were obtained from its
definition,
h i II. •
where h was expressed in units of BTU/hr-ft2-°F.
The contact pressure was determined from the Resistance Bridge Indicator
measurements immediately following each set of test block temperature
measurements.
4.2 Error Analysis
4.2.1 Thermocouple Uncertainties
The errors in the extrapolated values of the temperatures at the inter-
face are difficult to estimate. The accuracy of each individual thermo-
couple in the test blocks is estimated to be + 0.25°F, but this accuracy
was far better _han the average deviation of the temperatures from the
best least squares straight line.
4.2.2 Interface Temperature Uncertainties
A deviation of less than 2.0°F of the seven points from the straight
line was considered good and occurred often with flat samples of
aluminum. An average deviation on _he order of 2°F may be Judged high.
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Considering, however, the differences in temperature between the side-
mounted and center thermocouples located at the same distance from the
interface in the same test block (which for wavy stainless steel speci-
mens for Pc less than 200 psi were on the order of 3-10°F), the average
deviation was Judged to be satisfactory. One explanation for the d/s-
parity between center and surface thermocouples may be attributed to
heat channeling into those macroscopic metal-metal contact areas due
to the waviness of the surfaces. These contact areas sometimes occurred
on the edge, sometimes in the centerof the contact interface.
It is also possible that our loading mechanism exerted a non-uniform
vertical force on the test column causing one sector of the edge of the
contact interface to experience a greater pressure than another sector.
To decrease the possibility of non-uniform loading, the test column and
loading procedure were tested outside the chamber each day, with the
specimens to be tested in their proper positions.
Test column loading up to 700 psi outside the chamber was checked from
several angles of view by technicians prior to insertion in the chamber.
The technicians further checked that the gap was uniform over the entire
contact surface by means of ball gauges accurate to O.OOl-inch. Never-
theless, unequal thermal contractions of the specimens and non-conforming,
wavy contact surfaces may have caused the disparity in temperatures be-
tween the side-mounted and center thermocouples located at the same dis-
tance from the interface.
The work of Clausing (Reference 5) on the dominant effect of waviness
over roughness on the thermal conductance was very apparent at low con-
tact pressures, less than 200 psi. At these contact pressure, the
greatest differences between side-mounted an_ center thermocouple tem-
peratures occurred and the largest time was required to reach stability
of temperatures.
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1_.2.3 Uncertainties in h
t
An estimate of maximum uncertainty in average Interracial temperature
_ifferences above a contact pressure of 300 psi would be 2°F for
aluminum and 3°F for stainless steel, based on deviation of the data
points from the best least squares straight line.
An estimate of the uncertainty in heat input to the heating head would
be of the order of 2 percent at most. These errors resulted from read-
ing the third significant figure on the AC ammeter an_ voltmeter.
Following standard error analysis procedures,
The estimated uncertainty in h for Pc greater than 300 psi is approxi-
mately 15 percent for both aluminum and stainless steel. The value of
increase_ and the uncertainty in _ increased as Pc decreased. For
h less than 300 psi, the uncertainty is estimated to be 20 percent for
both aluminum and stainless steel.
4.2.4 Environmental Heat Gains
The estimate_ gain of heat i_ the warm 70°F walls of the chamber
through three layers of aluminum-vrappe_ super-insulation and thence
to the heating head at a temperature of -300°F was calculated to be
approximately i percent. This calculation was based on a value of k
for the three layers of super-insulation of an order of magnitude
greater than that usually used in engineering calculation (2 x i0"5
_TU/ft-hr-°F) and temperature of -300°F for the whole test column
(actually the test column varied from -lO0°F to -315°F). The effect
of the polishe_ stainless steel radiation shiela aroun_ this col,n--
was also neglected in the calculation.
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4.2.5 Environmental Heat Losses
At high temperatures, the heat loss from the specimens and the heating
head to the environment at 70°F was calculated to be less than 0.i per-
cent. The value of k for the three layers of super-insulation used was
2 x 10-4 B_"J/ft-hr-°F and the temperature of the test column was chosen
as +250°F, the maximum temperature of the heating head with stainless
steel specimens. The effect of the stainless steel heat shield, mounted
on insulated teflon supports, was again neglected.
4.2.6 Support Cable Heat Losses
Heat losses from the test specimens through the support cables an_ then
to the relatively warm upper beam of the test apparatus were estimated
to be negligible because the clamps which held the specimens were com-
posed of low conductivity micarta and contacted the specimens over a
very small area. Further, the support cable was composed of a section
of teflon, further preventing heat transfer from clamp to beam.
.
RESULTS
The results will be discussed in the order of the presentation of the
graphs. Below each figure, the corresponding experimental data are
listed in the same sequence in which the data were obtained.
5.1 Aluminum 7075-T6
5.1.1 Specimens of _-_ Micro-Inch Roughness
Figure 5-1 shows the results of two separate testa on the same specimen,
only taken one month apart. The tests were repeated because the values
of h obtained on 2-_-6_ were considerably less than those obtained for
the next roughest surface (Figure 5-2), contrary to theory (Refere_ic(:6).
Surprisingly, the results of the second data set of 3-6-64 almost aupli-
cated the first. It should be noted that no special Orientation of mat-
ing surface lays could be defined because lapping the contact interfaces
in a "figure 8" pattern to achieve a 3 micro-inch finish erased the
directional grinding lay.
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The flatness deviations for these specimens were I00 and 200 micro-
inches, less than that of the next roughest surface. There is no ex-°
planation for the relatively low values of h for these specimens other
than flatness deviations resulting in large areas of no metal-metal
contact which were present but not observed by the method used for
measuring surface flatness.
Deta in Figure 5-1 show that the maximum estimate of uncertainty in con-
ductance values of 15 percent to 20 percent was probably on the high
side. Data taken a month apart on the same set of specimens differed
by less than i0 Percent over a wide range of contact pressures.
5.1.2 Specimens of 17-1 _ Micro-Inch Rou6hness
Figure 5-2 illustrates several interesting features of the thermal con-
tact conductance problem. There was a marked difference in h depending
on whether these specimens were mated with their surface lays perpen-
dicular or parallel. Perpendicular mating resulted in higher values
of h in this case, but as later graphs show, this was not always the
case •
The values of h for parallel lays were close to those in Figure 5-I for
lapped surfaces of a roughness of about 4 micro-inches, while those for
perpendicular lays were almost twice as great at high contact pressures.
unusually good conformity at the interface may have occurred for the per-
pendicular case. Rotating the specimens by 90 degrees may have changed
the surface conformity of the specimen's flatness deviations. This may
have resulted in a far greater influence on h than the change of orien-
tation of surface lays alone.
One data point on the Perpendicular curve was obtained by closing the
gap between the specimens at an ambient pressure of 10-3 torr. The re-
suits are almost identical for the case of 10-6 torr ambient pressure,
the atmospheric pressure at which these data were usually obtained.
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5.1.3
In Figure
i.
e
e
Specimens of 17-.!_ Micro-Inch Roughness--Oil a Grease and Metal-
Met.el COmpared
5-3, the influence on contact conductance is shown for:
A change of interfacial temperature using water as a
coolant instead of liquid nitrogen.
The use of Dow Coming 1280 silicone grease at the inter-
face •
The use of Dow Coming 510 silicone oil at the interface.
Note that the vertical scale is logarithmic while the horizontal scale
remains linear. The specimens used in Figure 5-2 were used in Figure
5-3.
There was approximately a 3.5 fold increase of h with Pc as Tmean in-
creased from -240°F to +80°F at i000 psi. This result should be of
special interest to designers of Joints which will be at cryogenic
temperatures. A plausible explanation of this phenomenon may be based
on the changes in the thermal conductivity and the hardness properties
of the mating materials as a function of temperature. (For thermal con-
ductivity changes see Reference 7. )
A second interesting result from Figure 3 is that at cryogenic tempera-
tures, the effect of an interstitial grease is to greatly increase h,
especially at low Pc. Using grease at the interface, it appears that
over the contact pressure range from 40 psi to 700 psi, h is relatively
independent of Pc. Values of h for parallel mating using grease at the
interface can be compared to parallel mating for metal-metal contacts.
Using grease resulted in increasing h by a factor of 3 or more for Pc
less than 700 psi.
The results obtained using a thin layer of silicone oil at the interface
are also shown in Figure 5-3. Generally, the values of h using oil in-
creased to three times the values of h using grease as an interstitial
material. It should be noted that the same sets of specimens were used,
after being thoroughly cleaned with isopropyl alcohol, and were mated
parallel as in the case of grease. Again it would appear that h is
relatively independent of Pc over the range of Pc observed from 60 psi
to 700 psi.
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In summing up Figure 5-3, values of h at low temperatures (-250°F) can
be increased to equal those at high temperatures (+80°F) providing a
thin layer of interstitial grease is used. Even higher values of h can
be obtained using liquid silicone oils, but no guarantee exists that
the oil will not seep out of the Joint. In the cases of both the sili-
cone oil and the silicone grease studied, there appears to be no depend-
ency of h upon Pc in the pressure ranges fr_n approximately 50 to 700 psi.
5.1.4 Specimens of 47-45 Micro-lnch Roughness
Figure 5-4 shows data for aluminum specimens of roughnesses of 45 micro-
inches and flatness deviations of 150-500 micro-inches. The perpendicu-
lar surface lays resulted in higher conductance than the parallel except
below 200 psi. The difference in values of h were never more than I00
B_U/hr-ft2-°F along the whole length of the curves. The percentage
difference is from 20 percent to i0 percent as the contact pressure
increases. In view of the inherent uncertainty in the data, this
difference is judged not to be significant.
The values of h for parallel lays decreased from those of Figure 5-2
(16 micro-inch roughness). The flatness deviations for Figure 5-4 were
approximately the same as Figure 5-2. The _ecrease in h compared to
Figure 5-2 was, therefore, in the predicted direction according to
Fenech (Reference 6), i.e., due to an increase in roughness.
5.1.5 Specimens of 60-60 Micro-Inch Rou6hness
Figure 5-5 shows data which appear to contradict predictions based on
theory and previous observable trends in the literature (References 5
and 6) and in Figures 5-2 and 5-4.
Even though roughness and flatness deviation measurements were greater
for the test surfaces in Figure 5-5, values of h were higher than in
Figure 5-4. Fried (Reference 8) has also observed this effect for
magnesium specimens and attributed it to a possible "mismatch" of
flatness deviations at the interface.
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For these test specimens, values of h resultiag from parallel mating.are
higher in the contact pressure range fr_ i50 _o 800 psi, above _.ich
the perpendicular meting values of h are greater. Below 150 psi no
significant difference could be observed. The parallel and perpendicu-
lar curves would lay much closer together if the first data point in
the perpendicular set in Figure 5-5 could be neglected. Unfartunately
no valid reason exists for doing this.
5.1.6 Specimens of 12_-i_ Micro-Inch Roughness
The results of meted surfaces havi_ the greatest roughnesses (125-135
micro-inches) are shown in Figure 5-6. Again, as in Figure 5-5, parallel
l_ys resulted in higher conductance values but the difference, never
_ch beyond i00 B_U/hr-ft2-°F, disappears at 700 psi.
It is of interest to note that for both parallel and perpendicular lays,
h was significantly higher, 15 percent and 40 percent, respectively, for
the cases in which air at 1 atmosphere was trapped in the gap compared
to the cases in which the gap was exposed to ambient pressures of 10 -6
tort before being closed.
Finally, according to previous theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions, the contact conductance values of these specimens were consider-
ably lower in nm@nitude, reaching only _ _U/hr-f_2-°F at 800 psi,
than any of the previous specimens. This would be predicted on the
basis of the large roughnesses and flatness deviations.
5.1.7 Specimens of 125-135 Micro-Inch Roughness--Effect of Tmean Change
Figure 5-7 shows the effect of changing the mean interfacial temperature,
Tmean, of the previous set of specimens of Figure 5-6. Three data points
_ere obtained for the case of a small amount of water used as coolant.
From the temperature of the cooling head during these tests, the water
was vaporized in absorbing the heat; therefore, the coolant is referred
to as steam. One data point was obtained, ho_wver, using a large flow
of water as a coolant.
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I_ is of interest to observe the effect (which increases with increasing
Pc) of Tmean on h as Tmean increases from -230°F to +8OOF and then to
+300OF for a constant value of Pc" The value of h increases by a factor
of approximately six over a vide pressure range.
5.1.8 Summaz 7 of Alualnum 7075-T6
Generally, the values of h decrease as surface roughness increases, al-
though exceptions were noted in Fi_s 5-1 and 5-5.
Values of h at low temperatures (-250°F) for 16 micro-inch roughness
specimens were found to equal values of h at high temperatures (+80 OF)
providing a thin layer of interstitial vacuum grease was applied to the
contact interface. Even higher values of h, by a factor of 3 times those
using grease, were obtained using liquid silicone oil at the contact
interface. In the cases of both grease and oil, there appears to be
no dependency of h upon Pc in the pressure range from 50 to 700 psi.
In the cases in which air at i atmosphere pressure was trapped at the
interface and then compared to the values of h obtained with the inter-
face exposed to a 10 -6 tOrT atmosphere, the values of h were noticeably
greater, i.e., up to 40 percent.
The effect of increasing the mean interfacial temperature from -230 °
to +300°F for the 130 micro-inch specimens was to increase the values
of h by a factor of approximately 6.
No definite conclusions could be reached concernlng the effect of mating
the contact surfaces with their lays perpendicular or Darallel. Differ-
ences in h due to rotating the specimens from parallel to perpendicular
orientations may have been caused by changes in the conformity of the
large scale, surface flatness deviations (waviness).
The solution to the design of a passive thermal contact conductance
control system of metal-metal contact, subject to a temperature cycle
ranging from +300°F to -300OF, might be found in the large increase
of h with Tmean as shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-7.
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5.2 Stainless Steel 17-4 PH
5.2.1 Specimens of 6-8 Micro-Inch Rou6hness
Figure 5-8 shows the results of the smoothest stainless steel data for
one data run. The vertical axis, h, is logarithmic while the horizon-
tal is linear. An observed spread of data points was also noted by
Barzelay (Reference 4) for 30-30 micro-inch specimens, his smoothest
set of stainless steel specimens.
The magnitude of h indicates that the conformity of the mating surfaces
must have been very good. The magnitude of h was much higher than that
of aluminum specimens of similar roughness (Figures 5-1 and 5-2). The
extremely low values of LE in Figure 5-8 together with the knowledge
of the uncertainty in /_r would tend to discredit the accuracy of these
high values of h. A second test with these same specimens _r_.,._
not shown} was therefore later made, and the plot of h versus Pc were
spread over an even greater range than the first set, with values of h
higher.
5.2.2 Specimens of 6-8 Micro-lnches Roughness--Grease and Metal-Metal
Compared
In Figure 5-9, the results of both sets of data discussed in Section
5.2.1 are compared to h values having a Dow Coming 1280 grease at the
interface. Note that both the vertical and horizontal axes remain
linear, but the vertical axis is measured in units of i0,000 BTU/hr-ft2-°F.
It is interesting to note that for metal-metal and for grease in the 500
psi contact pressure range a large spread occurred. Whether this occurr-
ence reflected a real change in conductance due to a change in the con-
fortuity of the surfaces or to elastic-plastic property changes of the
mating materials is as yet undecided.
Most of the data for grease were taken at higher interfacial tempera-
tures (+_O°F) than metal-metal data (-120°F). The increase of h for
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metal-metal contacts could be partly attributed to the increase in T
mean.
The last two data points for the grease curve show a decrease in h. Note
that the values of Tmean for these two points were less than for the
first four points.
As mentioned in Figure 5-9, some grease spilled over the interface and
may have contacted the surface thermocouples, further detracting from
the validity of the data in Figure 5-9.
5.2.3 Specimens of 17-17 Micro-Inches
Figure 5-I0 shows the results of the next roughest set of specimens, 17
micro-inches, and compares the results of perpendicular and parallel
mated surfaces at low temperatures with perpendicular mating at high
temperatures (+135°F average Tmean). Perpendicular mating resulted in
higher values of h than parallel mating.
Note that there was a considerable decrease in h compared to the smooth-
est specimens in Figure 5-8. The nominal flatness of these specimens
was 100-200 micro-inches, respectively, less than that of the smooth,
lapped surfaces of Figure 5-8. Roughness, therefore, appears to play
an increasingly important role for stainless steel specimens.
It is interesting to obs_ ,'ethat the curve for parallel lays, using LN 2
coolant, was very nearly a straight line. The one data point in which i
atmosphere pressure air was entrapped at the interface was 20 percent
higher than the data point in which the gap was opened to an ambient
pressure of 10-6 torr, with the same contact pressure and heat flux used.
The data for perpendicular lays, using LN 2 as coolant was spread over
such a wide range as to preclude any one line connecting the data points.
A region, therefore, is indicated. The first two data points again ex-
hibit the marked decrease in conductance between i atmosphere air trapped
in the interface and the case in which the surfaces were exposed to an
ambient pressure of 10-6 torr for several minutes.
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The last two data points for the perpendicular set, Figure >_10, show a
definite increase in conductance over the first two, even though they
were exposed to ambient pressures of 10 -6 tort and the contact pressures
were the same, 500 psi. A possible explanation is that with repeated
loading and unloading of the specimens, certain flatness deviations
might have been altered such that better surface conformity could have
resulted, a case not unlike hysteresis.
It is interesting to note the increase of h with Tmean for the water-
cooled curve above that of the perpendicular mated L_2-cooled region.
The increase was of the order of 600 _i_/hr-ft2-°F at 500 psi, or a
factor of 2 greater at higher Tmean. The change in Tmean was about
2_O°F. Compare this increase for stainless steel specimens with
aluminum specimens of Figure 5-3. In that case the increase in h
was by a factor of 3.5, the only change being an increase of Tmean
by
5.2._ Specimens of _5-_5 Micro-lnches Roughness
The values of h for surface roughnesses of 35 micro-inches are shown in
Figure 5-11. Perpendicular mating again results in higher values of h
than parallel mating. The shape of the curve, especially the inflec-
tion point near 800 psi, is of interest and may be related to elastic
and plastic properties of metals under loads. That a peak occurred at
700 psi for two separate sets of data, with mutually perpendicular
orientations, suggests a real phenomenon and not merely uncertainties
in the data processing.
Once more the effect of entrapping air at i atmosphere in the inter-
face was observed. The contact conductance, for the parallel curve
at 500 psi contact pressure, decreased by. 50 percent when the gap
was exposed to 10 -6 torr ambient pressure and the data point repeated.
Generally the values of h in Figure 5-1..]. were lower than in Figure 5-10
for all values of contact pressure.
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5.2.5 Specimens of 6_-8_ Micro-Inches Rou6hness
In Figure 5-12, the results of mating specimens of 65-85 micro-inch
roughnesses are reported. The flatness deviations were also greater
than previous specimens (see Figures 5-11 and 5-12). It should be
noted that these roughness and flatness values were obtained from
Micrcmetrical Profilecorder profiles of the surface roughness and
waviness greatly magnified (i0,000 X) in the vertical direction and
not measured as the other specimens were using a Profilometer and a
height gauge.
The data points for both perpendicular and parallel mated surfaces
fall along smooth curves, with the perpendicular mated lays once
again yielding the greater values of h than the parallel mated lays.
The order of magnltu_ of the values of h are generally lower than
those of Figure 5-11.
5.2.6 Specimens of 12_-i00 Micro-Inches Roughness
Figure 5-13 shows the results of mating the roughest set of stainless
steel specimens. For the fourth consecutive time, perpendicular mated
lays yielded higher values of h than parallel mated lays, except at
pressures below 150 psi. At pressures above 800 psi, there was a
tendency for the two curves to converge, a phenomenon observed also
in Figures 5-5, 5-6 and 5-11. The magnitude of h continued to de-
crease compared to the less rough specimens, even though the flat-
mess was better for these specimens than those in Figure 5-12.
5.2.7 Summar_ of Stainless Steel 17-4 PH
Except for the very smooth, lapped surface specimens of Figure 5-8,
the values of h increa_ as a function of Pc in a smooth fashion (the
hump in Figure 5-11 being an exception). Perpendicular mated surfaces
resulted always in a higher value of h than parallel mated surfaces,
a phenomenon to be discussed in Section 9.6.
As the roughness of the mated surfaces increased, regardless of the
flatness of the surfaces, the values of h decreased.
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Fur very smooth, flat surfaces, the data spread was quite lax'ge, but it
decreased with the contact pressure. Interstitial Dow Coming 1280
vacuum grease increased the value of h of the smoothest specimens by a
variable factor, depending on the contact pressure and interfacial
temperature.
With water used as a coolant, an increase in Tmean resulted. The in-
crease in Tmean caused an increase in h alo_ the complete range of
contact pressures (Figure 5-10). The value of h was greater by more
than a factor of 2 at +l_O°F than at -lO0°F at 500 psi.
The effect of entrappi_ air molecules at 1 atmosphere pressure pro-
duced an increase of h over that of exposure of the interface to 10 -6
tort pressure by variable percentages up to 50 percent.
5.3 Mating of Dissimilar Metals
5.3.1 Stainless Steel (Top) to Aluminum (Bottom)
Figure 5-14 shows the results of matlng a stainless steel test block
of roughuess 17 _Icro-inches, flatness deviation i00 mlcro-inches,
with a test block of aluminum of roughness 15 micro-lnches, flatness
deviation of 200 micro-lnches.
The values of h are considerably less than those for mating stainless
steel to stainless steel (Fi_ 5-10) or aluminum to aluminum (Figure
5-2). The expected result _uld have been that these values of h
would lay between those resulting from the mating of the softer and
harder materials.
The shaded region in Figure 5-14 appears to remain below 500 BTU/hr-ft2-°F.
The mean interfacial tesperatures of the data in Figure 5-14 was about
-200°F, not too aifferent from the -2_O°F average tee_erature for the
data in Figure 5-2 for aluminum specimens. The values of Tiean ware
higher (-IO0°F) for stainless steel specimens (Figure 5-10) which could
have accounted for part of the increase of h in Fi&_re 5-10 over that
of h in Figure 5-14. Since there exists data showing a noticeable effect
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on h as T changes by 150°F, the explanation for the low values of
mean
h in Figure 5-14 could lie in the mean temperature change of the speci-
_lens.
A plausible explanation for the low values of h in Figure 5-14 might
also be that poor surface conformity was obtained for these specimens,
which were tested in the last days of the experimental program. While
all surface cleaning measures were scrupulously observed, it must be
remembered that these specimens had been previously tested at -240°F,
compressed to 1000 psi many times, heated to +250°F, greased and oiled
and recleaned many times.
Examination at 500 psi of the temperature differences between side-
mounted and center thermocouples on the stainless steel specimen show
differences of 70°F for the thermocoupies at the same level nearest
the interface, an extremely high temperature difference. The corres-
ponding thermocouples for the bottom aluminum specimen show a differ-
ence of 50°F. The side-to-center temperature differences diminish to
the order of 8°F for stainless steel and 2°F for aluminum as the dis-
tance from the interface increases to i/2-inch.
Poorest interface contact was obtained at the center of the specimens
at which the largest value of t2Ewas found. Surface thermocouple values
of LE were m_ch less, indicating that heat was conducted mainly along
the outer edges of the specimens.
In the data analysis, all seven of the thermocouples of each test
specimen were used to compute the extrapolated value of interfaciel
temperatures of each test block. The differences between center and
side thermocouples should emphasize the need to place thermocouples
on the sides as well as in the center of the specimens, especially
for cases of mating dissimilar metals.
Another possible explanation for the low values of h in Figure 5-14,
and also the poor mating at the interface, may lie in the different
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thermal expansion coefficients of the different metals which were at
widely differing temperatures. According to Clausing (Reference 5),
macroscopic thermal contacts may move relative to each other &ue to
thermal strains causing unpredictable changes in the contours of the
mating surfaces, and therefore in the conductance.
5.3.2 Aluminum (Top) to Stainless Steel (I_ttom)
Figure 5-15 shows the effect of reversing the specimens in Figure 5-14.
At low contact pressures, the spread of the data points was even wider
than in Figure 5-1_. The range of h is slightly higher as a function
of Pc' but not enough data were obtained to _efinitely conclude that h
is higher for heat flowing in one direction or the other.
It should be noted that the Tmean of Figure 5-15 varied from -51°F to
+59°F while that of Figure 5-14 was about -200°F. On this basis, it
would seem that values of h in Figure 5-15 should be somewhat higher
than those of Figure 5-14, providing mating orientation was the same.
That h is higher in Figure 5-15 at low pressures would tend to affirm
that line of reasoning. Beyond a contact pressure of 4_30 psi, there
is, however, small difference in the shaded regions of h. If compen-
sation is made for the differences in Tmean, data in Figure 5-14 would
agree with data in Figure 5-15 at low contact pressures. But disagree-
ment would be obtained at high contact pressures; that is Figure 5-14
data would be 2 to 3 times greater.
Bence, if a tentative hypothesis must be drawn on the basis of this
widely spread data, it would be that, if interfacial temperatures were
equal in both cases (Figure 5-14 and 5-15), values of h would be greater
for the case of heat flowing from stainless steel to aluminum than from
aluminum to stainless steel.
The temperature differences between side-mounted and center thermocouples
at the same level were less than in Figure 5-15 than Figure 5-14. For
the aluminum (top) the difference was 7°F an6 in the stainless steel
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(bottom) it was 32°F. At a half inch from the interface, the differ-
ences were 2°F for aluminum and 20°F for stainless steel. Finally,
heat channeled mainly down the specimens axis.
5.3.3 Summar 7 for Dissimilar Metals
The data in Figures 5-14 and 5-15 for dissimilar metals are insufficient
to indicate any definite conclusions concerning a change in h with direc-
tion of heat flow. An order of magnitude of the values of h were ob-
tained, however, but it must be remembered that these specimens were
subject to previous tests which may have altered their surface irregu-
larities an& physical properties. An unexpected low value of h was
obtained for the both cases of dissimilar metals compared to both simi-
lar metals of earlier tests.
5.4 Effect of Surface Rou_hnesses on Contact Conductance
5.4.1 Thermal Contact Conductance Versus Surface Roughness
In Figure 5-16, values of h are plotted as a function of the average
rms surface roughness of the mating test blocks. The data, obtained
from previous graphs, are shown for the case of one contact pressure
only, 500 psi. The effect of hardness of the mating materials is
apparent in the comparison between the stainless steel (hard material)
and the aluminum (softer material) groups. The ambient pressure was
in the low range of 10-6 tort. The orientation of the lays of the
mating surfaces was perpendicular in all cases.
It is interesting to observe the higher values of h for aluminim com-
pared to stainless steel, even though Tmean of aluminum was -235°F and
Tmean of stainless steel was -lO0°F.
If the mating materials were at the same mean interfacial temperature,
either -235°F or -lO0°F, _he difference between the two curves would be
expected to change based on evidence collected thus far regarding the
dependence of h on Tmaan.
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The slope of the conductance versus roughness curve increases negatively
as the roughness decreases. The main reason for this was that the flat-
ness deviation of the test surfaces usually decrease as the specimen was
subJected_o a smoother grinding operation. This means that the smoother
the surface, the flatter the surface; the rougher the surface, the
_mvier the surface. Thus, a decrease in roughness would result in an
increase in the area of the macroscopic contact surface. Furthermore,
a smoother surface would result in more microscopic metal-metal contact
points at those macroscopic areas already in contact.
The curve for aluminum shows a spread in data points previously d/s-
cussed in Section 5. This spread is far greater than in the case of
stainless steel. Nevertheless, the trend, despite the spread for alumi-
num, is quite clear. There Is not much increase in h as roughness
values, 5, decrease from 130 to 65 micro-inches. There is a greater
increase in h as 8 decreases from 65 to SO micro-lnches, and finally
a sizable increase in h as 5 decreases to 16 micro-inches.
No data for the cases of the 4 micro-inch roughness aluminum and 6-8
micro-inch roughness stainless steel were included in Figure 5-16.
These data were obtained from lapped surfaces in contact, surfaces
exhibiting no definite surface lay, while all the other data were
for perpendicular surface lays.
Two other reasons exist for excluding the lapped surface data. First,
the aluminum values of h for 4 micro-inch roughness were inexplicably
low compared to the 16 micro-inch roughness values (see Figure 5-1).
Secondly, the stainless steel values of h for 6-8 micro-inch surface
roughness were extraordinarily high and widely scattered (see Figure
5-8).
GOMPARISON OF REPORTED HIGH T_PERATURE DATA
The high temperature data reported in the literature are compared in
this section to high temperature data of this report. Section 6 shows
all of the data reported thus far in the literature at high temperatures
for al-_um-aluminum, and stainless steel-stainless steel specimens
mated in a vacuum environment in which all of the important parameters
_re tabulated. Furthermore, the data taken in air by Henry of MIT
(Reference i0) at very high contact pressures is also listed. Finally,
Table 6-1 at the end of the section converts all of the hardnesses of
all the test materials to units of psi, for purposes of comparison.
6.1 (I)
Figure 6-1 shows the results of mated aluminum test specimens in a
vacuum environment. The data of Fried and Clausing lie reasonable
close to the present data of the 125-135 micro-inch roughness speci-
mens. The data of the 17-15 micro-inch roughness specimens lie above
that of the majority of the Points in the i00 to i000 psi range, but
the slope is about the same. At pressures below i00 psi, there was
considerable scatter in the data. Neglecting Fired's 2024-T3 aluminum
data, his earliest flat plate results (Reference ii), an average
straight line could be drawn through the majority of the data in
Figure 6-1. This line, called the "Best Line Through Most of the
Aluminum (I) Data Points," is shown in Figure 6-3 as having a slope,
m, of 0.88.
The line drawn through the present 17-15 micro-inch roughness data
Points has a slope of m = 0.73, slightly less than the majority of
data in Figure 6-1.
The phenomenon observed by Fried (Reference 6), in which the slope
of h versus Pc is low for contact pressures below 150 psi, but suddenly
increases for contact pressures above 150 psi, was plotted using Fried's
data to 160 psi, neglecting, of course, his earlier 2024-T3 flat plate
data. The slope was found to be m = 0.40 (Figure 6-3).
The most unusual aspect of plotting these various data on a log-log
graphs was the proximity of the data in the 300 to i000 psi range, al-
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_hougb the surface z_u_ness of the speclaens varied _ 3 to 130 -_czo-
inches in soa_ cases. _ res._ts =_ ._..=ve ._een fo_uitous since these
exts_ a wide variation of the test parameters, such as hardness,
thermal conductivity, mean interracial temperature, and macroscopic
surface configuration, i.e., waviness.
6.1.z
Figure 6-2 differs from Figure 6-1 in one respect only. The data in
Figure 6-1 used Clauslng's specimens 6A and 7A. The data in Figure
6-2 used Clausing's specimens 1A and 2A. Note that Clausing's data
points are closer together in Figure 6-2 than in 6-1. In Figure 6-2
the microscopic surface roughness was the same in both data sets, 12
micro-inches, and the test blocks were rotated 90 ° with respect to each
other. For Clausings previous data, two different sets of specimens
were used, 6A and 7A, as described in Table 6-1, which had widely
varying roughnesses.
The present DACO 125-135 micro-inch data and Fried's 6061-T6 data fall
slightly below Clausing's data in the i00 to i000 psi range, but the
17-15 micro-inch data are now closer to Clausing's micro-inch data.
A straight line drawn through all of the data in Figure 6-2 is shown in
Figure 6-3; it is called the "Best Line Through Most of the Aluminum (TT)
Data." The slope is = = 0.84, very nearly equal to m =0.88 of the "Best
Line Through Most of the Aluminum (I) Data."
The scatter, below contact pressures of 100 psi, for Aluminum (IX) data
is too wide to draw a low pressure line as was done for Aluminum (I).
Yried's hypothesis of a change in slope at low pressures (below 150 psi)
requires further experimental evidence before being firmly established.
6.2 Stainless Steel
Figure 6-4 shows the data reported in the literature for stainless steel
specimens in a vacuum environment. Data are also shown for high contact
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.pressures in a 1 atmosphere en_ronment obtained l_y Henry of J4_
(Reference 10).
The data points fall along three main lines (Figure 6-5). Fried's 50-_5
mlcro-inch data follow a slope of m = 0.Ii from I0 to ii0 psi and m =
0.81 thereafter, once again affirming his hypothesis. The majority of
data, however, follow a slope of approximately m = 1.05 called the "Best
Line Through Most of the Stainless Steel Data." For the data taken in
air by Henry, the slope is m = 0.57, considerably below the majority of
data for stainless steel at high pressures. Fried's high pressure slope
of m = 0.81 was fairly close to the Aluminum (7) and (If) values of m =
0.88 and 0.84, respectively, but less than that of the majority of stain-
less steel, m = 1.O5.
6.3 Comments on the Dependence of Contact Conductance Versus Contact
Pressure
Figures 6-3 and 6-5 show that at pressures above lO0 psi, that h is pro-
p_ytional to pc0"8 to pc0"9 for the case of aluminum, and to pc I'05 for
stainless steel. These results would tend to agree with the hypothesis
of Fried that above 150 psi, the deformation of surfaces pressed together
may not be purely elastic, but a combination of elastic and plastic.
Fried cites Archard's work (Reference 12) to Justify that the real area
under a spherical indentor pressing against a flat plate would depend on
contact pressure to the power of 1 for elastic-plastic deformation and
_3 for purely elastic deformation. It would thus seem, assuming con-
ductance is proportional in some way to contact pressure, that for con-
tacts under pressures greater than 150 psi, some plastic as well as
elastic deformation is involved.
COMPARISON OF LOW AND HIGH T_MPERATURE DATA
In this section, specially selected results for low temperature aluminum
7075-T6 and stainless steel 17-_ PH are presented on log-log graphs. For
each metal, three different sets of data, each with a differing roughness,
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TABLE 6-1
Material
A!u_inum
7075-T6
Aluminum
6061-T6
Aluminum
2024-T3
Aluminum
202_ -T4
Stainless Steel
17-4 .PH
Stainless Steel -
304
Stainless Steel-
303
Stai__less Steel -
416
Investigation
(Reference)
Bloom
Fried
(6)
Fried
(9)
Clausing
(2)
Bloom
Fried
(6)
C_us_(2)
Henry(8)
Hardness Listed
Experimen_a°_ Data
Rockwell B-91
Rockwell F87, 88
F93
Rockwell B-76
DPH - 145
Rockwell C-35 •1
Rockwell BS0, 81
DPH - 25O
(3.5 to 6.0) x
105 psi
2.7 x 105
i.__ io_
1.6 x lO)
2.0 x 105
2.1 x 105
5 x 105
2.6 x 105
3.5 x 105
(3.5 to 6.0) x
105
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were plotted as a function of contact pressure. Data points for the
same roughness were designated by the same symbols and the best straight
lines were drawn through those points.
The roughnesses of the mating surfaces, the tables from which the data
were obtained, and the slopes, m, of the h versus Pc lines are listed
in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. The orientations of the mated surface lays
were perpendicular in all cases; the coolant used was liquid nitrogen.
7.1 707 -T6
Figure 7-1 shows the results of plotting data from smooth, medium, and
rough surfaces in contact on a log-log plot. The slopes of all three
sets of data in Figure 7-1 are approximately equal, m = 0.87, 0.86 and
0.84. These slopes compare qult_ well with the average high temperature
slopes of Figure 6-3 of m = 0.84 and 0.88, obtained from data of Clausing
(5) and Fried (8). It is interesting to note that the magnitude of the
data in Figure 7-1 lies considerably below that of Figure 6-3. For
example, at i000 psi, Aluminum (I) and Aluminum (II) best lines yield
conductances of 4000 and 5600 BTU/hr-ft2-°F, while that of the three
straight lines in Figure 7-1 yield 2800, 1600 and 460 BTU/hr-ft2-°F.
If the middle figure is taken as an average value, then it may be con-
cluded that h increases by a factor of 3 as Tmean of aluminum increases
from-240°F to +240°F at i000 psi. If, however, the comparison is made
with the DAC0 data in Figure 6-3 at i000 psi, then h increases to i0,000
]EU/hr-ft2-°F, by a factor of 6, as Tmean increases from -240°F to +240°F.
7.2 Stainless Steel 17-4 PH
Figure 7-2 shows the results of plotting smooth, medium and rough sur-
face data on a log-log plot. As in the case of previous high tempera-
ture stainless steel data, the points appear to be scattered more than
the aluminum data. It was particularly difficult to draw a best straight
line through the 35-35 micro-inch and 100-125 micro-inch roughness data
as a result of this scatter. Approximate average straight lines were,
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.nevertheless, drawn and their slopes computed. The results, smooch
t_.ro,,-_--qpectively, were m = 0.8_, 0.71 a_1 0.83. These slopes
_re leb_ _han the slope of the "Best Line Through Most of the Stain-
less Steel Data" (Figure 6-5) of m = 1.05, but approximately the same
for Fried's samples 3 and 4, a = 0.81.
It is interesting to note the effect on h of increasing T of stain-
_an
less steel specimens from -100°F to +200°F at i000 psi contact pressure.
The value of h from the "Best Line" at i000 psi in Figure 6-5 is 2000
_/hr-ft2-°F. The value of h for 35-35 micro-inch roughness specimens
at -IO0°F in Figure 7-2 is 600 E_U/hr-ft2-°F. The value of h, therefore,
increases by a factor of 3.3 as Tin,an increases from -100°F to +200°F
at a contact pressure of i000 psi.
APPLICATION OF _ CORTACT CUNDUCTANCE DATA T_9 A "iq'PICAL_L_
Joi 
8.1 High Tem_rature Bolted Joint
Using the pressure profile of Aron and Columbo (Figure 6 of Reference 13)
shown in Figures 8-1 and 8-2, it is possible to calculate an average value
of h between aluminum 6061-T6 plates fastened together by a steel bolt and
aluminum nut. The bolt has been subjected to a torque of 22 inch-pounds
or 800 pounds tension. The pressure was plotted as a function of distance
from the center line of the bolt. Knowing the pressure, a smooth curve
of conductance versus radius was plotted using values of high temperature
conductance obtained from the graph in Figure 6-3, "Best Line Through
Most of the Aluminum (I) Data," extrapolated to 5000 psi. This line
has a lesser slope than a line connecting Fried's 6061-T6, 12 micro-inch
aluminum data. Thus, the computed average h, called h, at high tempera-
tures will be conservative on the low side.
defined as
The average value of h is
lhdA ZhiAi
= y-"_ = ZAt (8-1)
where hi is the average value of h f_ the annulus of area Ai, in turn
defined as
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where ri = radius from center of bolt heat. The radii of the circular
area under pressure ranged from O.10-inches to 0.3_ inches (the radius
at which the pressure dropped to zero), yielding a total contact area
of 0.33 in. 2. The increments in r were O.lO-inches. The average con-
ductance, h, was computed to be i0,000 _Fd/hr-ft2-°F. This value is
8.6 times greater than the value computed by Aron and Columb@ of h =
1170 ]_/hr-ft2-°F, based on a thermal resistance of 0.7°F/watt and
area of 0.33 in.2.
8.2 Low Temperature Bolted Joint
The effect of decreasing the temperature of the bolted Joint interface
to -250°F, holding all other parameters constA_n_t_was calculated using
the extrapolated values of low temperat,Are data produced in this paper.
The data used were from Figure 7-1 for the 17-15 micro-inch roughness
line. The calculation resulted in h = 6800 BTU/hr-ft2-°F, a decrease
of 32 Percent from the conservative high temperature h calculation.
The low temperature value of h is higher, therefore, by a factor of
5.8 compared to Aron and Columbo's value of 1170 BTU/hr-ft2-°F.
8.3 Summ_y
An example has been given of s method used to compute the average value
of contact conductance across a bolted joint providing that the pressure
as a function of the radius from the bolt is known. The method was applied
to bolts at high (250°F) and low (-250°F) interface temperatures, which
should aid the designer of spacecraft in determining effects of tempera-
ture cycling across bolted Joints. It was assumed in the calculations
that all heat flow was perpendicular to the aluminum plates held together
by the bolt-nut combination. The average conductance, h, across a bolted
Joint (22 inch-pounds) was calculated to be i0,000 BTU/hr-ft2-°F at +250°F
6800 BrJ/hr- 2-°F at -250°F.
7]
e9.1 A Surve_ of Two Thermal Contact Conductance Theorie s
Fenech and Rohsenow Theor_ - Two theories exist on thermal contact con-
ductance, both of which are currently being compared to conductance
data. The first theory, by Fenech and Rohsenow of M.I.T. (Reference
6), was based on a button contact model. The annulus surrounding the
button could contain a conducting fluid. Their original model assumed
that the contact surfaces were Optically flat or perfectly conforming
(no macroscopic gaps at the interface). They produced an equation for
thermal contact conductance which depends upon thermal cond_ctivities,
actual areas in contact, shoulder heights of the buttons, and numbers
of contact points. This equation is their first order equation, which
means that it takes into account only first order surface irregularities
such as ro_ss.
For a second order surface irregularity (i.e., waviness), Fenech and
Rohsenc_r (Reference 6) produced a second order equation. For cases of
conducting interstitial fluids, their two equations are quite compli-
cated. In the case of a vacuum environment, the equations are greatly
simplified. Using the first and second order equations as definitions
of the microscopic conductance, hs, and the macroscopic conductance, hL,
calculations were performed on a model like the one Clausing (Reference
5) used, i.e., two spherical surfaces of known radius of curvature
pressed together. The calculations used surface roughness data ob-
tained by the analogue method for stainless steel by J. J. Henry of
M.I.T. (Reference 10). The calculated conductance values using both
the first and second order equations resulted in the theoretical pre-
dictions falling far belov actual data values. These calculations were
made for both stainless steel and aluminum of the same types as used by
Clausing and Chao (Reference 5). The differences between Fenech and
Rohsenov's theory and the actual data are greatest at low contact pres-
sures, but tend to diminish as contact pressures exceed lO00 psi. The
slopes of the conductance versus pressure lines are m_ch greater for
the Fenech and Rohsenc_ theory than for the actual dsta.
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The predominant contribution to the total theoretical conductance, below
contact pressures of i000 psi was from the second order equation. The
second order equation depended mainly upon the surface flatness devia-
tion and depended only in a minor way upon the surface roughness.
Clausin_ and Chao Theor_ - The second theory of thermal contact con-
ductance, by Clausing and Chao (Reference 5) of the University of
ILlinois, was derived from the constriction resistance theory of
Ragner Holm (Reference 14). Clausing and Chao's model also used the
Hertz (Reference 15) theory of elastic deformation of two spheres in
contact. Their actual physical model consisted of pressing two cylin-
ders together, the contact surfaces of which had been machined to a
convex spherical radius of curvature. The macroscopic contact area
_.__,_!dbe circular as shown in Figure 9-1 for one _-_-linder.
LL_e Fenech and Rohsenow, Clausing and Chao were aware that surfaces
hace both large and small scale surface irregularities. But Clausing
and Chao discovered that the large scale irregularities influenced con-
ductance much more than the small scale irregularities. Large scale
deviations from flatness (waviness) resulted in surfaces contacting
each other over large scale area_, called macroscopic areas. Small
scale deviations from flatness (roughness) are called asperities or
protuberances. Within a macroscopic contact area, asperities are in
contact over large numbers of small areas. Each of these small areas
is called a microscopic contact area. From their theory and test data,
Clausing and Chao concluded that the macroscopic resistance was pre-
dominant over the microscopic resistance. Recent calculations by this
writer_ using Clausing's complete theory as applied to his spherical
model, verify this conclusion. Only the macroscopic resistance (or
conductance) needs to be considered for contact pressures less than
those which produce a relatively high conformity of surfaces, i.e.,
surfaces for which the macroscopic contact area is less than 40 Per-
cent of the apparent contact area.
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In Section 9, the thermal constriction resistance theory is clearly
relater to the electrical constriction resistance theory of Holm. In
Section iO, Clausing's conductance equations are briefly developed to
serve as basis for calculations performed later.
Section Ii presents Clausing's macroscopic theory pred/ctions. These
predictions are made for contacts at both high and low temperatures
for aluminum and stainless steel. Both Clausing's and the present
DACO data are compared to the theoretical predictions.
9.2 Thermal Constriction Problem
The thermal contact resistance prob]em is in reality a problem in the
constriction of the heat flow from a larger area, Ab, to a smaller area,
t_ n_ _ _ +_o the_m_l _rob!em, let _ be the temperatureAa, _igu_--e y-_s ......... _
potential function in the tubular region bounded by Aa, Ab and the tube
M. Inside the tubular region there are no sources or sinks. Therefore,
v2 : o
All of the heat flows along streamlines from the surface Ab, which is
at a constant potential _, to the surface Aa, at a constant potential
_a" No heat enters or leaves the heat flow tube through the s,_face,
M. Therefore, the normal gradient along the tube
: o
M
The problem becomes one of determining the thermal constriction resis-
tance of the heat flow tube as a function of the geometry of the flow
tube. Once this is accomplished, two flow tubes are placed with their
areas Aa in contact. The total thelmmal constriction resistance is then
twice that of the constriction resistance of the previously calculated
heat flow tube.
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It should be emphasized that at the contact between the flow tubes,
there is no contact resistance. This is essentially the case for
metal to metal contact in a vacuum environment assuming negligible
thermal resistance due to the usual oxide coating on the contact
surfaces, Aa. Thus, thermal contact resistance is the result
mainly of thermal constriction resistance.
The reasons for the electrical analogy, derived by Holm, and applied
to a finite cylinder by Clausing, have never been fully explained in
thermal contact resistance literature. The analogy is based on the
similar mathematics describing the flow of heat and the flow of
electricity between two equipotential surfaces. In the electrical
case, a relation is found between the electrical resistance and the
capacitance between the two equipotential surfaces, Ab and Aa. The
capacitances between two plates of varying geometrical arrangements
have been thoroughly investigated and the electrostatic solutions for
certain cases are well known. Therefore, the electrical resistance
can easily be found as a function of the geometry of the tube. If
the electrical analogy is correct, then the thermal resistance, and
thus the thermal conductance, can be determined as a function of the
geometry of the tube.
9.3 Electrical Constriction Problem
In the electrical problem, the surfaces _ and Aa are at constant
electric potentials _ and _a respectively. Current flows between
these two surfaces inside of the conducting tube bounded by the
surface M.
Equation 9-2 applies to the side boundaries of the electrical tube.
Inside the tube, current is flowing and charge _Ast, therefore, be
present. There are assumed to be no sources or sinhs inside the tube.
Surface charge densities are present on the ends of the tube, Aa and
Ab, which originate and terminate the electric field lines. It is
desired to show that V_ = 0 inside the tube.
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Inside the tube, Ohm's law states that
= _ _ (9-3)
where J is the current density, _ conductivity and _.the electric field.
The conservation of charge equation applies inside the tube at every
point, since there are no sources or sinks. Therefore,
_t + V. _ --0 (_4)
In our case, the current flow is stea_7 state. Therefore
_e = o
_t (9-5)
From equations 9-3, 9-4 and 9-5 we have inside the Cube
v. _ = v • (_) -- o (9-6)
The electrical field E is defined as
; - v _ (9-T)
Therefore, inside the tube,
V • CaV _) -- o (9-8)
which is the equation governing the potential in the more general case
of a non-constant electrical conductivity.
Equation 9-8 is identical to the steady state heat flow equation with
no sources or sinks, if the thermal conductivity k replaces the electri-
cal conductivity s. In the electrical case, _ changes slowly with tem-
perature for a conductor. In the thermal case, k always depen0_ on
temperature. The dependency however, is weak over a moderate (50°F)
temperature range at tem_ratures higher than liquid nitrogen for most
industrial aluminum and stainless steel metals (Reference 7).
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Applying equation 9-8 we have, for constant _,
V 2 _ : o (_..l)
for the electrical case of steady state current between two equipoten-
tial surfaces boundinE the ends of a conducting current tube.
9.4 Relation Between Electrical Resistance and Capacitance According
to Holm (Reference i_)
The charge on A is, in cgs - esu units,
a
Q = _- ) _ (9-9)
Aa
On_ sits an equal and opposite charge.
The capacitance between Aa and Ab is defined as
Q
c : _ - _a (9-10)
The current density between Aa and A_ is
m
A
a
The total current between As sndA b is
I = a _ (_n) _A (9-12)
A
a
Now electrical resistance is defined as
R = _b " _a (9-Z3)
I
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Substituting 9-9, 9-10, 9-12 into 9-13
I
I Co
Aa
1
Thus R = (9-15)
Equation 9-15 will form the basis of all future constriction resistanc?
wurk for it relates the total electrical resistance to the usually k,Jwn
capacitance in terms of the geometry of the physical situation.
9.5 An Application of *_° _1_t_l Anal o_W_
The case of interest in the problem of thermal contact cond,_ztance is
the constriction of heat flow from a large area _ to a s_1.11 area Aa.
Usually the geometry is one of the heat flowing from a heat source through
a metallic cylinder, across an interface in contact with another metallic
cylinder, mad then to a heat sink.
The heat is assumed to be flowing at first uniformly through the cross
section of the first cylinder. The heat is then assumed to be constricted
to flow through the macroscopic contact areas (those areas in which there
are a large number of asperities or protuberances in contact), and then
to constrict even further to flow through the individual asperities of
the first cylinder to those of the second. No contact resistance in the
form of an axide layer or film is assumed to exist between the asperities
in contact.
The heat then flows from the asperities of the second cylinder to the
macroscopic contact area and finally redistributes itself uniformly as
it passes into that part of the second cylinder farthest removed from
the contact.
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HolJ (Reference 14) sketches the method and cites the resultant equa-
tions used to calculate the capacitance between an infinitely large
ellipsoidal shaped shell surrounding a circular spot of radius, a.
The rigorous derivation of the capacitance in the more general case
of an equipotential, rotational semi-ellipsoid surrounding a smaller,
equipotential, semi-ellipsoid is given in Smythe (Reference 16). If
the smaller ellipsoid is allowed to shrink to an ellipse on the sur-
face of a semi-infinite body, and further the ellipse is allowed to
assume the shape of a circle; and, if the larger ellipsoid is allowed
to expand its dimensions to infinity, the capacitance between the
circle of radius, a, and the semi-infinite, rotational ellipsoid is
(9-16)
Figure 9-2 is a sketch of a rotational semi-ellipsoid surrounding a
circular spot of radius a. Equation 9-15, for the expression of con-
strictionresistance as a function of capacitance, (and using the
thermal conductivity, k, for electrical conductivity, e) becomes
1
(9-l?)
for one cout_ct member. For two semi-infinite contact members placed
together the constriction across a circular spot of radius a would be
1
R = --
2ka (9-18)
A modified form of equation 9-18 forms the basis of Clausing's theory
(Reference 2).
9.6 Extensions of Holm's Theor_to Elliptical Contact Areas
It shouldalso he mentioned that Holm performed calculations for con-
striction resistances between ellipsoids which were finite in their
dimensions, and for contact areas which were elliptical in shape. His
resultant equations predict that as the dimensions of the surrounding
equipotential ellipse increase, the thermal constriction resistance
also increases.
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Furthermore, as the contact area chav_es from a circle to an ellipse of
the same-area, all other variables remaining constant, the contact re-
sistance should decrease. At first this prediction apparently contra-
dicts the newly obtained results (Figures 5-10 to 5-13). Perpendicular
mated lays produced higher conductance than parallel mated lays for four
different roughnesses for stainless steel specimens. The microscopic
contact areas would be expected to be more elliptical in shape for the
parallel mated lays than for the perpendicular. But the numbers of
microscopic contact areas may have been less.
It should be further noted that because the rougher surfaces had also a
larger waviness due to the grinding process, it seems unjustified to
state that Holm's predictions have been contradicted by the stainless
steel data. The actual case may very well have been that better sur-
face conformity, and hence more macroscopic areas of contact, were ob-
tained for perpendicular than for parallel mating.
CONSTRICTION RESISTANCE THEORY OF CLAUSING AND CHAO
I0.i Roess' Solution of a Concentric C_linder Applied to Thermal
Contact Resistance
The principal contribution of Clausing and Chao to the constriction re-
sistance theory of Holm was to consider theoretically the predominance
of the macroscopic constriction resistance over the microscopic con-
striction resistance.
Clausing used the model of heat flow down a coaxial cylinder of finite
radius and then constricted to flow into a smaller circular contact
area, Aa (Figure 9-1).
The original solution to the problem of the thermal resistance of a
coaxial right circular cylinder of radius bL, feeding into a constant
potential circular spot of radius eL was solved by Roess (Reference 17).
The solution remains the same whether the length of the cylinder is of
infinite or of finite length, providing the height L of cylinder is
greater than O.6 bL.
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Roess assumed a heat flux distribution across the contact area pro-
portional to (I---_) I/2 where r is the radial coordinate. This heat
a
flux distribution resulted in an isothermal contact area, unless _/_
was near unity.
Using Roess' numerical calculations for various heat fluxes and tempera-
ture distributions, Clausing found that the constriction resistance for
the cases of constant temperature and constant heat flux at the contact
surface area _mre almost identical. This result is important because
it demonstrates that the constant temperature boundary condition, the
unreal case, yields the same answer as the constant heat flux boundary
condition, the more real case for conforming contact surfaces.
The macroscopic constriction resistance of a large cylinder of radius
bL feeding into a constant potential circle of radius aL is
g Cx_.)
(l_l)
where k is the harmonic mean thermal conductivity of the mating speci-
m
roans. The factor g (_) was the contribution of Roess who calculated
that
g(x) 3= I - 1.4o9z5x + o.29591x
+ 0.0525_ x 5 + 0.02105 x 7
+ 0.01107 x 9 + ... (lO-2)
end _, the constriction ratio, is equal to aL/bL.
For two cylinders placed end to end, the total macroscopic constric-
tion resistance is
(zo-3)
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10.2 Relationship_ Between Thermal Resistance and Thermal ,Conductance
The definitions of thermal resistance and thermal conductance are differ-
ent as defined by various workers in th_ field. In this report, the
definition of thermal conduetanee im
h =---q-
where h is in units of BTU/hr-ft2-°F, Q is the heat flux across the
interface, and Am is the temperature difference across the interface.
It should be emphasized that thermal resistance is not the reciprocal
of thermal conductance. Thermal resistance is defined in a fashion
similar to the electrical resistance,
= q • Ab (10-5)
where Q and _ are defined as in equation i0-4 and Ab is the area of
the cylinder of radius bL. R is expressed in units of °F/BTU/hr.
The relation between thermal resistance and thermal conductance is
therefore
i
h Ab (10-6)
The area Ab is used whether the R in equation 10-6 is microscopic,
macroscopic or total thermal resistance.
10.3 Claasi_s' Model of One Macroscopic Contact Area
The theoretical and experimental model which Clausing used was that of
placing two cylinders in contact, the ends of which had been machined
to a convex spherical radius of curvature. The contact area of two
cylinders in contact could be determined using the Hertz equation which
defines the radius of the circular contact area to be
(lO-7)
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vhere V is Poisson's ratio, E the modulus of elasticity, P the loea,
and r the curvature radius of the sphere. Clausing determined that
the predicted values of the macroscopic thermal resistance were reason-
ably close to the experimental values providing a_b L was less than
0.65. The value of b L vas alvays 1-inch for Clausing's specimens.
Beyond e_b L = 0.65, the theoretical predictions of Clausing were
found to diverge increasingly from the data. The simple macroscopic
constriction resistance formula for two cylinders was not an accurate
prediction of actual total resistance. The microscopic asperities
(surface roughness) should, therefore, be considered in order to pre-
dict the correct total thermal resistance.
10._ Definition of Total Thermal Conductance
The total thermal resistance at the interface bergen the spec_ns is
equal to (no oxide coating is assumed)
R = _ + Rs
The total thermal conductance, substituting equation 10-6 and can-
celling Ab, is
(10-8)
1 i 1
h hL hs (io-9)
where hL is the macroscopic thermal conductance,
scopic thermal conductance.
for _
= 2xL 
and hs is the micro-
Substitution from equation 10-3 yields
(lO-lO)
i0.5 Microscopic Thermal Conductance
The microscopic constriction resistance theory of the asperities was
developed by Clausing in an identical manner as that of the macroscopic
constriction resistance. If there are ns microscopic circular eontaet
areas, each of radius as, into vhich the heat is feeding from a bundle
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of parallel cyll_lers of radius bs, the resistances of each of the con-
tact spots are added in parallel. Therefore, the microscopic resis-
tance of one member is
g (xs)
Rs =
4kmas s (lo-L1)
For the case of two bundles of cylinders placed end to end, the micro-
scopic constriction resistance is doubled and
R : g (xs)
(lO-Z2)
From equation 10-6, the microscopic conductance is
2 km a s n s
h s =
.% g (xs) (lO-13)
Clausing made three assumptions concerning microscopic conductance.
First, he assumed that the radius of the cylinders b s was much larger
than as, which results in g(Xs) = i from equation (i0-2). Clausing
secondly assumed that the radius of the microscopic contact area as
was equal approximately to the rms roughness 5.
The third assumption of Cluasing was that the asperities were deformed
elastically, not plastically as Fenech assumed (Reference 6), ar_ the
load bearing area was defined as
2 P
As : ns" as : T_ O-O-l_,)
where P is the load, H the hardness, and _ = 0.3, a factor used to take
into account the increase of conductance due to non-circular contact
areas and the greater contact area due to microscopic elastic deforma-
tion. Clausing (Reference 5) states that '_"nis value may be low for
rough surfaces and is undoubted]_y too high for well-polished surfaces."
(Fenech used _ = 1 for his button contact model. )
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Using the relation between microscopic contact pressure _ H and apparent
pressure Pc'
As ns _- as2 = Pc
(io-15)
Substituting for _ in equations 10-12 and 10-6, the microscopic con-
striction conductance was found to be, assuming g(Xs) = i, (calculations
bear out this assumption),
2 Pc
h = _ _ _ (lO-16)
where k is the harmonic mean thermal conductivity defined as
m
k =
m
10.6 Ratio of Macroscopic to Microscopic Constrlction Resistance
Using the assu_tions in Section 10.5, the expression _/_, the ratio
of macroscopic to microscopic constriction resistance, was computed by
Clausing to be
vhere
R_ _ (10-17)
(10-18)
derived by the Hertz equation 10-7, where _ is total surface flatness
deviation.
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Calculations were made by Clausing for _/R s based on equation 10-17 for
two roughnesses (20 and 40 micro-inches), for three contact pressures
(iO0, 200 and 400 psi), and three total flatness deviations (200, _0
and 800 micro-inches) for stainless steel and aluminum. The ratio for
stainless steel 303 ranged from 38 to 130; for aluminum 2024-T_, 29 to
116. Clausing concluded that it was difficult to see how these ratios
were in error by even as much as an order of magnitude, despite the
assumptions involved in the calculation of Rs. He concluded that "in
many cases the resistance due to small scale constrictions is negligible;
and the macroscopic constriction resistance is the dominating resistance.
Clausing's theory, however, was based on the Hertz equation and assumed
elastic deformation of the macroscopic contact areas. In actual practice,
Clausing verified that his theory agreed with experimental results for
values of XL less than 0.65. Beyond XL = 0.65, the macroscopic areas in
contact may be plastically deformed and the Hertz equation would have to
be modified or a new expression for macroscopic contact area used.
Furthermore, as the macroscopic area in contact increases, the ratio
of macroscopic to microscopic constriction resistance decreases until
the microscopic resistance comprises a significant fraction of the total
resistance. This would be the case for optically flat surfaces, or for
wavy surfaces under high contact pressures where good surface conformity
was obtained. Under these conditions, the best theoretical prediction
of total conductance would be a combination of macroscopic conductance
due to waviness and microscopic conductance due to roughness.
The microscopic constriction conductance becomes significant at a con-
tact pressure depend/ng upon the surface flatness deviation as well as
the modulus of elasticity of the mating materials (equations 10-17 and
10-18). The following section contains graphical predictions of macro-
scopic conductance as a function of contact pressure. It should be
noted that the condition XL = 0.65 is obtained for various contact
pressures depending on the surface flatness deviation and on the Young's
modulus of the mating materials.
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ii. COMPARISON OF CLA[_ING'S MACROSCOPIC CONSTRICTION RESISTANCE THEORY
TO DATA
ii.i Clausin_' s Macroscopic Theor_ .Compared to Clausin_' s Data
Figures ii-I and 11-2 present theoretical predictions of Clausing and
Chao's macroscopic theory from equations i0-i0 and 10-18.
The total surface flatness deviations are indicated for each theoretical
curve on the figures. The necessary information upon which the curves
were computed are listed at the bottom of Figures Ii-i and 11-2. The
value of bL = 1.O inches for theoretical curves and experimental data.
In Figure ll-l, the data for aluminum 2024-T4 specimens, B-3 micro-inch
roughness, falls almost exactly along the bOO micro-lnch flatness devia-
tion line up to pressures of 300 psi at which pressure the theoretical
curve begins to diverge increasingly from the data points. At 1000 psi,
the data points produce values of h of about h000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F and the
theory predicts values of 12,000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F, a difference of a f_ctor
of 3.
For the aluminum specimens of hO-80 micro-inches, values of h lie above
the 400 micro-inch flatness deviation indicating that the actual flat-
ness deviation of the specimens may have been less than 400 micro-inch
due to the sandblasting process of roughening the contact surfaces,
after the measured 4hO micro-inch flatness deviation hag been obtained.
Observe that these data points also fall below the 400 micro-inch sur-
face flatness deviation as the conto_ pressure is increased, by about
the same amount as the 3-3 micro-inch surface flatness roughness speci-
mens •
The results for stainless steel 303 and the necessary information to
compute the curves are presented in Figure 11-2. For the cases of
both increasing and decreasing pressure, the values of h lie below
the theoretical 50 micro-inch total surface flatness deviation curve.
The frequently reported hysteresis effect (References 4, 5, 8 and ii)
of conductance versus pressure is a probable explanation of the values
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of h being greater far the decreasing pressure data. It is interesting
to observe that at 300 psl, the value of h theoretical is 800 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
while that of h experimental (increasing pc ) is about 200 Btu/hr-ft2-°F,
a difference of a factor of four. Beyond 300 psi, the theoretical curve
diverges to infinity, but the data points appear to increase steadily
along a curve whose slope is increasing with pressure.
Considering the relationship between h, hL, and hs,
i I i
+ hs (io-91
it is seen that as Pc increases, hL may approach the same order of
magnitude as hs, because the macroscopic area in contact comprises
a significant fraction of the contact area, Ab. This is the condi-
tion which probably occurs when _ is greater than 0.65. For these
cases of large macroscopic contact areas, both _ and hs m_st be con-
sidered in determining the total value of h. Furthermore, the Hertz
equation, which assumes elastic deformation between spheres may have
to be modified at higher loads to take account elastic-plastic dolor-
marion.
11.2 Clausing'sMacroscopic Theory Compared to DAC0's Low Tem_erature
Data
Figures 11-3 and 11-4 present Clausing's macroscopic constriction theory
curves for various total flatness deviations based on the Clausing spheri-
cal contact surface model. The curves were plotted using the physical
property data of aluminum 7075-T6 and stainless steel 17-4 PH at those
temperatures at which the thermal conductance data was obtained (Refer-
ence 18).
The Merz Electronic Gauge was used to measure the surface flatness
deviations of the aluminum specimen after the test was completed.
The maximum total flatness deviation was found to be 500 micro-inches
(Figure 2-8) for the aluminum 7075-T6 test specimens. Before testing,
the height gauge, accurate to 50 micro-inches, recorded surface flat-
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nes8 deviations of 200 micro-inches for each test block, or a total of
micro-inches.
The actual data for aluminua 7075-T6 17-15 micro-inch roughness, falls
considerably above the 400 and 600 aicro-inch curves up to contact pres-
sures of 500 psi. The data then begin to approach the _00 micro-inch
flatness deviation curve. One explanation for the greater values of h
than those predicted by theory would, of course, rest on the fact that
the present contact surfaces were ground on a stone grinder and were
not spherical in shape. Surface flatness deviations would assume the
form of macroscopic hills and valleys, or high areas and low areas,
(Figure 2-8). Depending upon how the specimens were placed together2
various numbers of macroscopic contact areas might be obtained, and
therefore, the model of a _Alti-macrosc__pic contact area would be more
applicable than a single macroscopic contact area.
A similar situation prevails for the stainless steel 17-4 PH data
pared to Clausing's macroscopic theoretical predictions (Figure 11-4).
It is interesting to observe that the smoother specimens produced data
considerably above the 400 micro-inch curve and closely approximating
the 200 micro-inch curve up to nearly 1000 psi. The measured total
flatness deviation was, however_ _00 micro-inches for both smooth and
rough test specimens. The most plausible explanation for the differ-
ence would again be based on a multi-macroscopic contact area rather
than a single macroscopic contact area as assumed by the theoretical
curves.
The decreased total conductance of the rougher specimens cn_pared to
the smoother specimens could be attributed a18o to the decreased con-
_uctance of the microscopic asperities within the macroscopic contact
areas for the rougher specimens.
11.3 Summ_ of C_parisons of Clausin_'s Macroscopic Theor_ bo Data
Clausing' s macroscopic theoretical curves were ccmpare_ to Clausing' s
experimental data for both aluminum 2024-T4 and stainless steel 303.
In both cases, the experimental values of h lay below the theoretical
values of h for values of XL greater than 0.65.
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12.
Clausing's macroscopic theoretical curves were next compared to DACO
low temperature experimental data for aluminum 7075-T6 and Stainless
Steel 17-4 PH. For both metals the experimental values of h lay above
the theoretical values of h. A plausible explanation for the greater
conductance than predicted could lay in a multi-macroscopic contact
interface between the specimens rather than a single contact assume'd
by Clausing' s theory.
OONCLUSIONS - THE_LAL CONTACT CONDUCTANCE IN A VACUUM ENVIRO/_
12.1 Low Temperature Aluminum 707_-T6 Data
The effect of increasing T from -240°F to _$O°F was to increase h
mean
by a factor of 3.5. See Figure 5-3. The effect of increasing Tmean
from -2SO°F to +300°F was to increase h by a factor of 6. See Figure
5-6.
Low temperature values of h equalled high temperatu_-e values if a thin
layer of vacuum grease was applied to the contact surfaces. See Figure
5-3. Using oll at the interface resulted in h values 3 times those of
grease.
Values of h increased steadily with contact pressure for bare Joints.
For cases where grease and oil were used, values of h appeared to be
independent of contact pressure over the pressure range from 40 to
700 psi. See Figure 5-3.
Values of h were obtained for cases in which air at i atmosphere was
trapped in the interface and then the atmospheric pressure decreased.
These values resulted in increases in h up to 40 percent over the h
values obtained for cases where the contact surfaces were exposed to
a vacuum. See Figure 5-6.
Specimens were mated with their lays perpendicular and then parallel.
From the conductance data, it was not possible to determine which
mating orientation produced higher values of h. Inconsistent values
of h probably resulted from different conformity of surfaces for per-
pendicular and parallel cases, and not necessarily from different
numbers of microscopic asperities in contact.
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Values of h increased as surface roughness decreased. The rate of
increase of h increased as surface roughness decreased. See Figure
5-16. The grinding process usually resulted in a greater waviness
occurring with a greater surface roughness. Therefore, the effects
of roughness on h would include an effect of waviness also.
12.2 Low Temperature Stainless Steel 17-4 PH Data
Values of h increased steadily with contact pressure up to i000 psi.
Exceptions to this is the wide data spread of very smooth, lapped
surfaces. See Figure 5-8.
As Tmean increased from -lO0°F to +130°F, values of h increased by a
factor of 2. See Figure 5-10.
For very smooth, flat surfaces, the data spread was quite large, but
it decreased with contact pressure. See Figure 5-8. Vacuum grease
increased .the value of h of the smoothest specimen by a variable
factor, depending on Tmean and contact pressure. See Figure 5-9.
Entrapping air molecules at i atmosphere pressure resulted in increasing
h up to 50 percent compared to exposing the contact surfaces to a vacuum
before mating. See Figures 5-i0 and 5-Ii.
As the roughness of the mating surfaces increased, regardless of the
measured flatness of the surfaces, the values of h decreased. See
Figure 5-16.
Perpendicular mated surfaces resulted alWays in a higher value of h
than parallel mated_surfaces. See Figures 5-I0 to 5-13.
12.3 Matin 6 of Dissimilar Metals at Low Temperatures
Changes in the h with direction of heat flow were studied. Heat was
passed f_-_ aluminum to stainless steel and then the specimens were
reversed. The spread in date was too great for any definite conclus-
ions to be made. See Figures 5-14 and 5-15. The values of h were in-
explicably lower than both the stainless steel and the aluminum results
obtained previously.
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12.4 Dependence of h U_on Contact Pressure
12.4.1 High Temperature Results - Aluminum
Plotting all the available data in the literature on log-log graph
paper resulted in
m
h _ Pc
where m = 0.8 to 0.9
for contact pressures between 300 and I000 psi. See Figure 6-3.
Fried's hypothesis of a change in slope at pressures below 150 psi (or
thereabouts) requires further experimental evidence before being estab-
lished. For Fried's specimens m = 0.4 for Pc less than 150 psi. The
high temperature data for all investigators lay close together despite
the wide variation in aluminum alloys used for 300 < Pc < i000 psi.
See Figures 6-1 and 6-2.
12.4.2 High Temperature Results - Stainless Steel
A plot on a log-log graph of all the available data in the literature
resulted in the relationship
m
h _ Pc
where m = 1.05
for most o" the data in the literature. See Figure 6-5.
Below contact pressures of 110 psi, Fried's data for 50 micro-inch
roughness has a sudden change in slope to m = 0.11. This sudden
change in slope was not observed for Clausing's data.
12.4.3 Low Temperature Results - Aluminum 707_-T6
For three different roughnesses, DACO low temperature experimental h
values were plotted against contact pressure. The best straight lines
were drawn through each set of points. See Figure 7-i.
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The log-log plots yielded straight lines relating h to Pc such that
where for all three r__ghnesses the slopes were approximately equal to
m = 0.85.
The value of m was approximately equal to that at high temperatures.
The lov temperature values of h differea from the high temperature
values by a factor of from 2 to 10 as the rms roughness of the low
temperature specimens increased from 15 to 130 micro-inches. No
sudden change of slope of h versus Pc at low values of Pc was ob-
served.
12._.4 LOW Temperature Res.ults -LStainless Steel 17-4 PH
For three different roughnesses, DACO low temperature experimental h
values were plotted against contact pressure. The best straight lines
were drawn through each set of points. See Figure 7-2-
The log-log plots yielded three straight lines relating h to Pc such
that
m
h Pc
where m = 0.8_ for 5 = 17-17 p-ln.
m = 0.71 for 5 = 35-25 //-in.
m = 0.83 for 5 = 100-125 //-in.
The magnitudes of h for high compare_ to low temperature stainless
steel are greater by a factor of i.5 to 6.5 as the ms roughness 5
increase_ from 17 to 125 mlcro-inches at 500 psi.
12.5 Application of Contact Conductance Results to a T/plcal Bolted
Joint
The average value of h across a typical bolted Joint was calculated.
The contact pressure was knovn as a function of the radius from the
literature. Values of h at both high and low temperatures are known as
a function of pressure from the literature and from data presented in
this report.
The average value of h at +250°F was found to be i0,O00 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
or 8.6 times higher than Aron and Columbo's calculation.
The average value of h at -250°F was found to be 6800 Btu/hr-ft2-°F,
a decrease of 3@ percent from high temperature data.
It was assumed that all heat flow was perpendicular to the aluminum
plates held together by the bolt-nut combination. See Figures 8-i
and 8-2.
12.6 Comparison of Theory to Data
12.6.1 Clausing's Macroscopic Constriction Theory Compared to Clausing's
Data at High Temperatures
Clausing's experimental values of h were compared to his macroscopic
theory using his spherical contact model. See Figures ii-i and 11-2.
The theory predicts that
2"r-' (lO-lO)
For the case of aluminum, the theory and data for smooth specimens
were in good agreement up to Pc = 500 psi. Then theory predicted
far higher values of h than data produced as Pc increased.
For the case of stainless steel, both theory and data are in good agree-
ment up to 200 psi; then theory begins to exceed data.
For both cases, theory predicts infinite values of h at contact pres-
sures for which experimental values of h were finite. This occurred
near I000 psi for aluminum and _00 psi for stainless steel data.
I00
The tendency for theary to predict _ch larger values of h than data
usually'occurred when more than 42 percent of the total apparent area
was in macroscopic contact. This would correspond to the _ = 0.65
line in the figures.
The reas_ for the discrepancy between theory and data is attributed
to three possible sources. Firstly, the cc_luctance due to the asperi-
ties was not coasidered. If considered_ it would decrease the total
condnctance at high contact pressures. Secondly, the macroscopic con-
tact area predicte_ by the Hertz equation is only valid for elastic
spherical indentat_ns. Thus, for the case of contact pressures high
enough to cause elastic-plastic indentations, the predicte_ macroscopic
areas would differ from the actual contact area. Thirdly, and most im-
_ca_nt: the theoretical value of _ will tend to inf!uity from the very
nature of the macroscopic constriction resistance solution (equation
lO-lO). As _ approaches l, g (XL) approaches zero.
le.6.e Cl,_:_ng's Macroscopic Constriction Theor_ C_pared to DACO
Data at Low _ratures
Theoretical curves were plotted for h versus Pc using Clausing's spheri-
cal contact model and macroscopic theory only. The experimental values
of h at low ten_eratures were compared to the theoretical curves. See
Figures 11-3 and 11-4. The experimental contact surfaces were not
sphe-_ca41y ground, but had a large scale w_viness.
For contact pressures up to I000 psi, both the aluminum 7075-T6 and
_tainless steel 17-4 PH conductance data exceeded macroscopic theory
predictions. A probably reason for this result would be a nmlti-
macroseopic contact interface between the specimens. The Clausing
theory was based on a single macroscopic contact area.
13. RE_ONS FOR FUTURE VACUL_ COEXJCTANCE WORK
13.1 Er_rimen_l Work
The pressures under a typical bolt and nut Joint were as high as
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psi for a torque of 22 inch-pounds. Therefore, data should be obtained
for common structural materials, aluminum and stainless steel, for con-
tact pressures up tO 5000 psi, at least.
Conductance values should be obtained for the mating of dissimilar
materials. Tests should also be made on mating metals with non-metals,
and non-metals with non-metals. New titanium alloys used in advanced
,ircraft should also be tested.
The effect on contact conductance of interstitial materials such as
grease, oils, foils, and other materials should be further investi-
gated over a range in interface temperatures and contact pressures.
Effort should be undertaken to obtain a flatness deviation relief map
for each of a pair of mating surfaces. When the surfaces are mated,
in the perpendicular or parallel orientation, data coul_ be obtained
leading to a theory of multi-macroscopic contact areas. The purpose
of the tests would be to predict the size and numbers of the multi-
macroscopic contact areas as a function of apparent contact pressure.
13.2 Anal_tical Work
First consider Clausing's spherical contact mo_el. Comparison of the
Clausing and Chao macroscopic constriction theory to Clausing's data
shows that the theory diverges to infinity, whereas the data were
finite, at moderate contact pressures. Combining Clausing's micro-
scopic theory with his macroscopic theory resulted in only a small
decrease compared to the case of the macroscopic predictions alone.
Recent calculations in which Fenech and Rohsenow's microscopic theory
was combined with Clausing's macroscopic theory also resulted in only
a small decrease in the macroscopic prediction. These calculations
employed analogue data for stainless steel (Reference i0). The micro-
scopic conductances produced were larger than the macroscopic by two or
three orders of magnitude. If the microscopic conductance was less
than the macroscopic at moderate pressures, then the Fenech and Rohsenow
microscopic model would have been combined with the Clausing and Chao
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macroscopic theory in or__er to reduce the magnitude of theoretical con-
ductance predictions.
Therefore, a microscopic theory should be developed, such that the con-
ductance values which it predicts can prevent the total conductance from
diverging to infinity at contact pressures less than 5000 psi, or a
better macroscopic theory should be constructed which does not diverge
so rapidly.
Consider the more usual type of surface which has a waviness in addition
to the roughness. Mate two of these surfaces togehter. There will
definitely be more than one macroscopic area. What is needed, there-
fore, is a model of a surface which approximates the waviness of a
grou_i_ sp_c_en. If the macroscopic conductance is predom_uant over
the microscopic, as Clausing and Chao assert, then this model may be
sufficient up to moderate pressures. If, however, the theory once
more predicts divergence to infinity of conductance at moderate pres-
sures, then the microscopic conductance would have to be considered in
addition to the m-lti-macroscopie.
The DAOO low temperature data indicated that conductance varied inversely
with roughness. B_t it should be noted that for surfaces ground on a
Thompson stone grinder, waviness tended to increase as rms roughness
increased. It may be difficult to separate the effect of one order of
surface irregularity (waviness) from another order (roughness).
If the simple concept of macroscopic and microscopic conductance fails,
a spectrum of surface irregularities may ultimately have to be considered.
The contacts between two ground surfaces would then be made up of a
spectrum of contact areas. This spectrum would range between the macro-
scopic, the semi-macroscopic and the microscopic. All would be combined
to predict the total contact conductance for a vacuum environment.
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15.
A cross-sectional area through which heat or electrical charges
pass (ft2)
a radius of a contact area
b radius of a cylindrical specimen
C electrical capacitance between two conductors
d small change in
total flatness deviation (micro-inches)
E modulus of elasticity (psi) or electric field
g(x) Roess _eries defined by equation 10-2
H hardness of mating materials (psi)
h thermal contact conductance (B_J/hr-ft2-°F)
l electrical current
J electrical current density
k thermal conductivity (_U/_-_-°F)
L length of cylindrical specimen
M sides of heat or electrical flow tube
m power dependency of h on contact pressure
n number of points in contact or outward normal to a surface
e load (lb)
Pc contact pressure (psi)
Q heat rate (Sl"d/hr) or total charge on a capacitor surface
q heat flow rate or heat flux (BTU/hr-ft 2)
R electrical or thermal resistance (°F/SrU/hr}
r radius of curvature of spherical contact s,Arface or radial
coordinate
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Tt
X
V
P
interracial te=perature difreren_ _)
arit_etic mean interracial tmeperature _F)
t_ae
constriction ratio = a/b
r=s, _ace _ss (m:l.ez_.-_ehes)
micro
Poisson' s ratio
propm_ionality constant bergen Pc and H
net, free charge density
electrical conductlvi_y
electrical or temperature potential
SUBSCRIPTS
8
b
i
L
m
s
t
i
2
circle of radius a
circle of radius b
ith element
macroscopic or large scale
_c mean
microscopic or mall scale
total
surface o_ speeisen i
surface ar specimen 2
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